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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of participation in 
a rhythmic sport programme on the self-esteem of adolescent girls Paterson's 
(1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing in~tructional strategies were used to implement 
the programme The content of the programme was designed by the author to 
provide adolel>cent girls from a disadvantaged community the opportunity to learn 
basic rhythM•r act1v1t1es and dance skills . 
Harter's (1985) Self-percephon Profile for Children was used to measure 
the global self-esteem and perceived movement competence of a control group 
(n=15) and an experimental group (n=13) of girls between ages 13 - 16 A 22-
week rhythmic sport programme was conducted twice oach week for the girls in 
the experimental group 
Following the comparison between pre- and po,t-test data, it was 
concluded that participation m the intervention i1ad a positive but not statistically 
significant affect on the girls ' global self-esteem and the perceived movement 
competence All of Paterson's (1997) 1nstruct1onal strategies were perceived by 
the pa~ic1pants to have been used by their coach. The teaching strategies of 
1nd1v1dualising instruction and setting optimal challenges were the most effec:ive 
strategies in terms of their influence on increasing girls self-esteem. 
ii 
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Opsomming 
Die doel van die stud1e was om die invloed van deelname aan 'n ntm1ese 
sportprogram op die self-esteem van adoles:;ente meis1es na te gaan Paterson 
( 1997) se 10 self-esteem bevorderrngs-onderrigstrateg1ee 1s gebru1k om die 
program te imphmenteer. Die inhoud van die program is deur dre navorser 
ontwerp en is daarop gemik om adolessente meisros vanuit 'n agtergeblewe 
gemeenskap die geleentherd te bred om basrese ritmiese aktrwiteite en 
dansvaardrghede baas te raak. 
Harter (1985) se Self perception Profile for Children is gebru1k om die 
algehele self-esteem en verwagte bewegingsvaard1gh<!1d van 'n kontrole groep 
(n=15) en 'n ekspenmentele groep (n=13) te bepaal Die ouderdomme van dre 
me1s1es wissel tussen 13 en 16 1aar Twee maal per week vir 22 we.._e rs 'n 
ritmiese sportprogram vir die eksperrmentele groep aangebred. 
Met dre data ontleding van pre- en post- toetse, is vasgestel dat dre 
intervensie program 'n posrtrewe. alhoewel statisties nre-bedurdende effek op dre 
self-esteem en verwagte bewegingsvaardigh91d van dre deelnemers gehad het. 
Deelnemers het a11ngedll1 dat al Paterson (1997) se onderrigstrategiee deur dre 
afrigter aangewend 1s. Die mees effektiewe 'ltrategiee wat 'n rnvloed op dre 
meisies se self-esteem gehad het. was die ondemgstrategre van 
gerndrvidualiseerde onderrig en die daarstelling van optrmale uitdagings. 
Ill 
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Dedication 
-,-he idea of my life in dance is to absorb as much as possible. 
Rudolf Nureyev 
It is shameful that the Dance should grve up 
her power over the mind and strive only 
to please the eye 
Jean Georges Noverre 
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Chapter One 
Setting the Problem 
Self-confidence is commonly thought of as an important variable underlying 
ach1avement A lack of confidence 1n certain kinds of act1v1t1es decreases the 
likelihood that one will opt to part1c1pate 1n those act1v1t1es as well as leads to a 
decrease 1n one's persistence and effort 1n the face of difficulty, thus limiting 
opportunities for improved performance (Bandura, 1986) Self-confidence has 
been assoc1atad with perceived competence (perceived ability) and feelings of 
self-efficacy and self-esteer (Bandura, 1977) It is regarded as a central 
mediator of performance in Harter's (1978) model of competence mot1vat1on, 
which proposed a direct correlation between perceived competence, self-
confidence and self-esteem According to Felker (1n Young, 1985), "It should be 
kept in mind that 1t is the ind1v1dual's perception of his competenCP. that influences 
hrs self-esteem· (p 29) 
Although much research has been conducted or, self-confidence, less has 
been completed focusing spec1f1cally on girls and women's self-confidence in 
physical activity (Lirgg, 1992) Self-confidence, defined in terms of both 
performance axpectanc1es and self-evaluation of abilities as well as completed 
perfClrmances. has been found to be lower among women than men (Lenny, 
1977). Research has revealed that the self-confidence in girls .1nd women in 
achievement situations is generally lower than that of males (Maccoby & Jacklin, 
1974). In the motor domain the higher confidence level of males compared to 
females is well documented (lirgg & Feltz. 1989) AlthouJh females possess 
many of the prerequisites for being successful 1n achievement s1tuat1ons, they 
often lack self-confidence in their achievement abilities (Corbin. Stewart & Blair, 
1981) 
Sonstroem's psychological model for physical act1v1ty proposed that 
successful involvement 1n physical act1v1ty can increase physical ability which 1n 
1 
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-turn raise one's estimate of one's physical ability. which can have a positive 
influence on one's level of self-esteem and also attraction to physical activity 
(Young, 1985). Succesrlul experiences/mastery attempts can thus serve to 
increase perceived competence which can enhance self-confidence (Petruzzello 
& Corbin, 1988) This is compatible with Harte.-·s (1978) Theory of Competence 
Motivation in which mastery attempts will result in either positive or negative 
reinforcement of achievement abilities, which in turn can lead to positive or 
negative feelings of perceived competence and control 
Research ir1 sport and exercise has explored the potential for planning for 
self-esteem change through exercise (Sol"stroem & Morgan, 1989). In certain 
situations, females make lower prediction' of success or estimates of their O'Nn 
ability than males do. Girls and women have been found to laclc !elf-confidence 
in physical activity as 'Nell as in intellectual achievement situations (Corbin, 1981 ; 
Corbin & Nix. 1979). 
2 
There a, d important implications for physical educators and spon leador!I if 
lower estimates of performance in motor tasks by females are associated lfv1th a 
lack of self-confidence. In sport and physical activity settings, females yL.,, Are 
capable of achieving might fail to perform to their abilities and thus fail to a· '•ave 
their potential. The lack of confidence in their O'Nn abilities to perform physical 
tasks may cause females to avoid situations which wo11ld further compouna tliv1r 
lack of confidence feelings in sport and exercise setting~ (Corbin. Landers, Feltz 
& Senior 1983). Because low self-confidence poses a signiircant barrier to 
women's achievement in all areas, it is important for researchers to discover how 
self-confidence is formulated and what approaches can be taken to enhance 
positive self-perceptions (Lenny, 1977) 
We all en1oy success and tend to be dra'Nn to those areas in life which 
provido it However, the question to be answered is how can 'Ne as coaches 
dsvelop a positive sense of perceived competence in all children which will 
facilitate the development of their self-confidence and hopefully their self-e~teem 
(Fox. 1994). Otto and Alwyn (1977) noted that success in sport by itself mio.,t not 
lead to high self-esteem unless that success is accompanied by favourable 
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reactions by parents and close friends as well as the informal support of teachers 
and/or coaches To encourage participation, girls and women have to bo sho\Nl'l 
that they are r.apable of success and will be rewarded for theii competence in 
sport, which will in turn encourage the development of their self-confidence and 
contribute to positive self-esteem (Lirgg & Feltz, 1989). 
Some situations where confidence levels of females fall behind that of male 
may be due to inexperience of females in competitive situations and the historicdl 
male dominatior. of sport. Sports for female adolescents can be seen as 
providing both physical and mental challenge, Y.'hile at the same time providing a 
new way of thinking about the self which challenges traditional notions of 
femininity (Archer & McDonald, 1990). This means that the potential benefits of 
developing self-confid&nce and self-esteem through sports and physical activities 
may be particularly ,..owerful. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to determine if there are specific coaching 
o;trategles that will have a positive influence on the self-esteem and self-
;onfidence (perceived competence) of adolescent girls. The 10 self-esteem 
enhancing instructional strategies identified by Paterson (1997) wt're applied by 
the author of this study to high school girls from a disadvantaged community in 
the Western Cape. The mediu'Tl through which these strategies were presented 
was a five and one-half month programrre of after-school activities, which 
included rhythmical &port and modern dttnce. 
A secondary purpose of the study was to gain insight into modern dance 
and rhythmical sport activi!ies as a potential medium for approaching educatiunal 
objectives with adolescent girls. I 
I 
H 
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Significance of the Study 
The successfl.. performance of any task has been shown to be partially 
influenced by a person's self-confidence (Feltz. 1982) Increasing confidence 
may indirectly provide the encouragement to part1c1pate in sport for girls and 
women at just the time in history when opportunities for g,rls and women 1n sport 
are 1ncreas1ng (l1rgg & Feltz, 1989) Through the ident1flcat1on of 1nstruct1onal 
strategies that will help increase self-confidence. sport and physical education 
programmes can be delivered that w1H nelp girls and women become more able to 
pursue a wide range of act1v1t1es and lead physically active. healthy and confident 
lives (lirgg 1992) 
Establishing the importance of self-confidence and defining enhancement 
strategies hopefully will clarify the direction to be undertaken by physical 
education teachers and coaches This in turn may contribute to the development 
of programmes aimed specifically at fdc1htating the development of self-
confidence among girls and women from various communities 
Research Questions 
In the attempt to identify instructional strategies that can positively 
influence the development of girls' self-esteem and perceived movement 
competence. the following research questions were formulated to guid9 this study; 
1 Will participation in a rhythmic sport programme taught using 
Paterson's (1997) 1 O self-esteem enhancing instructional strategies 
have a positive effect on the self-esteem of adolescent girls? 
2 Will part1cipat1on 1n a rhythmic sport programme taught using 
Pat&rson's ( 1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing instructional strategies 
have a positive affect on the perceived movement competence of 
adolescent girls? 
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3 What will be the part1c1pants' perception of their coach's use of 
Paterson's (1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing 1nstruct1onal strategies 
during the implementation of a rhythmic sport programme? 
4 What are the correlations between the part1c1pants' perceptions 
about their coach's use of Paterson s (1997) 1nstruct1onal strategies 
and their self-esteem and perceived movement competence 
following part1c1pat1on 1n a rhythmic sport programme? 
Methodology 
5 
The study followed an experimental design in a field setting, with a control 
group (n = 15} and an experimental g;')up (n = 13) of girls ages 1~-16 from the 
same high school 1n a disadvantaged community in the Western Cape. The study 
was conducted 1n the following manner. 
• Pre-test: Prior to the start of the programme, all subjects completed 
Harter's (1985} Self-percept1on Profile for Children which measured their 
perceived competence 
•Intervention: The experimental group then part1c1pated 1n a five and one-
half month rhythm 1c sport programme, offered at least twice per week. The 
programme was taught using Paterson's (1997) 10 instructional strategies. 
• Post-test: On completion of the programme, the conti ol and experimental 
group completed a post-program questionnaire which was identical to the 
pre-program questionnaire. The exoerimental g~oup add1t1onally 
completed a quest1onna1re by Paterson (1997) which measured their 
perception of the degree to which the coach had utilised each of the self-
esteem enhancing instructional strategies 
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Limitations 
The following llm1tat1ons must be kept in mind when interpreting the results 
of this study 
1 The cond1t1ons under which coaching occurred were not ideally suited for 
instruction The hall had to be shared with other extramural act1v1t1es on a 
regular basis, and sometimes the class had to be shifted to an outside venue 
There were also days when the school was closed due to teacher strikes 
These factors had a negative impact on the continuity of the programme, 
which could have affected the development of skill (competence), a critical 
factor in the development of self-confidence. 
2. Hand-made apparatus was utilised due to the limited funding and the high cost 
of rhythmical gymnastic apparatus This could have had a negative impact on 
the interest and/or motivdtion of the girls 1n the experimental group 
3. The girls who part1c1pated in this study were from a single ethnic group in a 
specific township, and were a small sample This may hm1t the generahsab1hty 
of the results. 
4. The coaches for the programme were not of the same ethnic background as 
the participants This may have produced a climate where the girls were more 
restrained with their actions and responses than they would have been with 
coar.hes from their own group 
5 The subjects were adolescent girls This period of their lives 1s characterised 
os a turbulent transitional stage into adulthood, therefore their responses 011 
the measure of perceived ccmpetence could be somewhat unstable. 
6 In using Harte(s (1985) measure of perceived competence, 11 was decided to 
limit data collection to orily the global self-esteem sub-scale and the physical 
(athletic) competence sub-scale. Harter stated that each sub-scale could be 
6 
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regarded independently, and •researchers in sport have generally considered 
only results from the physical domain rn measuring competence relevant to 
physical activ•ty" (Lirgg, 1992, p. 160}. This did limit interpretation of the 
results of this study only •o the perceptions of physical (athletic} competence 
and global self-esteem. 
Definjtions 
The following terms are used in this study according to the following 
definitions. 
Rhythmic Sport 
This includes modern dance movements. sequences and dances, as well 
as the apparatus manipulation to music typically associated with rhythmic 
gymnastics. 
Self-confidence 
The following d8'1nitiori of self-confidence is taken directly from Lirgg 
(1992}: 
Self-confidence is a broad concept encompassing various 
operational definitions. Self-efficacy, sport confidence (state), 
and performance expectations are situation-specific measures of 
how confident one feels rn performing . . the tesrms self-confidence, 
self-efficacy, perceived ability and perceived competence will be 
used synonymously. Self-esteem is the evaluative component of 
self-concept. .. although both may influence or be influenced by 
self-confidence .. . . (p. 160) 
Within this study, perceived movement competence was accepted as the 
indicator of self-confidence in physical activity. This is why the perceived 
athletic competence sub-scale from Harter's (1985) Self-perception Profile 
for Children was adopted as the measurement for self-confidence. 
7 
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Summary 
Sport part1cipcttion can be seen as a medium through whrch a wrde range of 
esteem-related attrrbutes can be developed because sport provides hrgh levels of 
personal involvement It 1s not only the body whrcti can be trained through sport. 
but the participant can learn how to deal with many broader lrfe-1ssues (Helltson & 
Templin, 1991) Martinek, Crow and Rejesk1 ( 1982) stated that educators would 
be more effective rf they consciously examined therr chorea of instructional 
strategies and examined their impact on students Coaches must consciously 
shape their choice of instructional strategies in order to achieve spec1f1c 
outcomes, including the promotion of pos1t1ve self-esteem and self-confidence 
There is a specific need to become more informed about the impact of self-
esteem enhancing strategies specifically on grrls and women Coaches who seek 
to contribute to the holistic development of grrls and women require knowledge 
about how to help them overcome the low self-confidenca that characterises their 
self-perceptions in achievement settings. 
In an effort to identify strategies which could have a pos1t1ve effect on girls' 
self-esteem and self-confidence, a five and one-half month rhythmic sport 
programme w~s conducted for 13 girls between ages 13 - 16 from a 
disadvantaged community Paterson's (1997) model of 10 esteem-enhancing 
i.1structional strategias was used to structure the lessons Changes in girls' global 
self-esteem and their perceived movement competence (self-confidence) were 
measured and compared to those experienced by a control group Conclusions 
and recommendations were then drawn regarding which strategies appear to be 
most productive for enhancing the self-esteem and/or self confidence of 
adolescent girls through the medium of rhythmic sport 
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-Chapter Two 
Review of Literature 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of part1c1pation 1n 
rhythmic sport on the self-esteem and self-confidence of adolescent girls The 
following review of literature was completed in order to understand the importance 
of this topic in the broader sense of the development of self-esteem, as well as to 
chose the kind of instructional strategies most likely to have a positive influence 
on girls' perception of their movement competence 
Self-concept and Self-esteem 
Rogers (1950) defined self-concept c.s "an organized configuration of 
prescriptions of the self which are admissible to awareness• (p 379) It 1s a 
perception or conscious awareness of the self Gergen ( 1971 ) defined self-
esteem as "the degree to which 1nd1v1duals feel positive about themselves" (p . 11) 
and as a personal Judgement of worthiness" (p 5) Self-esteem 1s regarded as 
the self-ccr.cepts evaluative component which is based on cognitive comparisons 
and associated affect (Gergen. 1971) Campbell (1990) and Searcy (1988) both 
supported the 1nterpretat1on that self-cc'lcept focuses on the beliefs that people 
have about specific charactenstics associated with themselves, and self-esteem 
relates to the global beliefs and feelings that people have about themselves as 
people, such as being sat1sf1ed with and liking oneself. 
Early theoretical formulations proposed unitary constructs of "global self-
concept• and "global self-esteem· with their ability to interact and to influence 
behaviour in a wide variety of settings (Allport 1937, Rodgers, 1950) Despite 
this unitary approach, self-concept was recognised as having a developmental 
dimension 1n that age and experience produce 1ncreas1ngly d1fferent1ated 
conceptions of the self (Sonstroem & Morgan, 1989) Current approaches to 
understanding self-structure emphasises multiple components of the :.elf These 
components will have varying importance to 1nd1v1duals, for example 1nd1v1duals 
9 
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-may have different perceptions of themselves as prcfess1onals. as family 
members, as leaders or as followers for instance (Sonstroem & Morgan. 1989) 
Theorists rave increasingly included regard for the body - its function, 
appearance or abillt1es - as a component worthy of inclusion in the multiple 
domains of self-struc • opersm1th. 1967 Epstein. 1973) Epstein (1973) 
10 
defined four d1mens1ons under global self-esteem to include general competence 
power, normal self-approval and love worthiness Competence was sub-divided 
into general mental and physical ab1llt1es Each area of competence proposed to 
be organised h1erarch1cally, ranging from a general perception of competence 1n 
one's ab1ht1es to increasing more task specific conceptions at the lower end of the 
continuum (Sonstroem & Morgan. 1989) 
Much of the literature that d1st1ngu1shes between the two constructs 
equates self-concept with self-descr1pt1on and self-esteem with self-evaluation 
(Burnett, 1994) Weiss (1987) described self-concept as the way one describes 
oneself with regards to ones ab11ttres, charactenstrcs or emotional components. It 
is the way we perceive ourselves Self-esteem is the evaluative component of 
self-concept. It refers to how we value ourselves The relat1onsh1p between self-
concept and self-esteem 1s com~lex Burnett (1994) found that descr1pt1ve and 
evaluative statements about specific characteristics of the self are closely related 
and should not automatically be treatec.i as separate constructs. They discovered 
that differences between the means for the descr1pt1ve and evaluative statements 
of children were largest for physical ab1hty, peer relations, and math ability Their 
results indica•'3d that the children (eleme.i ary school children in grades 3 to 7) 
llked physical act1v1ties more than they were good at them, liked playing with their 
peers more than they reported having lots of friends and being good at making 
friends, and hked math less than they reported bernQ ~ood at rt These results 
could reflect Rosenberg's (1979) position <hat 1nd1v1duals come to value personal 
qualities which they estimate as being successful tools in societal 1nteract1ons 
Self-concept refers to both the overall view that ind1v1duals have of 
themselves, as well as their view of how well they function 1n spec1f1c roles or 
under certain constraints The recognition of the multiple components of self-
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concept has l~d to increased interest on studying "perceived competence· 1n 
spec1f1c spheres of operation as an 1nd 1i:a~or of selected aspects of self-esteem 
(Sonstroem & Morgan, 1989) As recommended by Rosenberg (1979). 
contemporary self-esteem research examines both global and aoma1n-spec1f1c 
self-conceptions in an effort !o understand how ind1v1duals see and value 
themselves (Marsh, 1987) 
Adolescence and Self-esteem 
Enkson (1968) suggested that the formation I"! a strong and a well 
organised sense of identity were a crucial developmental step 1n the transition 
from adolescence to adulthood Adolescence can be a difficult time for 
adolescents undergoing identity development, and the d1ff1culties with this 
process may be asSOC1ated with psychological stress and anti-social behaviour 
(Wires, Barocas & Hollenbeck, 1994). 
The development of personal identity or sense of self includes the dual 
process of 1nd1v1duahsat1on and estabhsh.ng social relatedness (Josselson. 
11 
1990) lndiv1dualisat1on refers to the need to separate the self from others. 
especially one's family, and to develop a sense of personal freedom SOC1al 
relatedness refers tc the need for group 1dentificat1on, to develop relationships 
with other people and to see oneself as someone clearly placed 1n a particular 
social world Both individualisation and social relatedness involve the exploration 
of options and alternatives. True identity achievement is thought to occur .)nly 
when all the alternatives have been fully explored and a commitment made to a 
specific set c1f options (Shaw, Kleiber & Caldwell, 1995) 
The development of personal identity is thought to continue throughout the 
hfe cycle. However, an identity cr1s1s typically occurs during adolescence when 
so many rapid developmental changes occur s1multcmeously (Erikson, 1968). The 
initial stage experienced by many adolescents 1s one of confusion, lack of sense 
of self and low identity development However when the final phase of identity 
formation is achieved, 1t is characterised by a coherent sense of self as an 
independent person (Shaw Kleiber & Caldwell. 1995) 
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Models of Self-efficacy 
Self-concept and self-esteem are frequently mentioned 1n connection with 
self-efficacy/self-confidence research (Lirgg, 1992) Self-efficacy is conceived as 
s1tuat1on-spec1f1c evaluation which can contnbutg to the dimension '.)f overall self-
concept and self-esteem Self-confidence 1s a term used interchangeably with 
perceived self-efficacy Bandura referred to perc.e1ved self-efficacy as the level 
and strength of a belief that one can successfully perform a given activity. These 
self-efficacy expectations will influence the choice of act1v1t1es and settings the 
amount of effort expended, and the degree of persistence exh1b1ted at the activity 
Self-efficacy expectations not only influence behaviour b1.1t also are in turn 
influenced by the success of the behaviour (Banaura 1977). 
Vanous models of achievement motivation have been designed that 
include self-confidence as both a mediator and an outcome of performance (lirgg, 
1992) They include Self-efficacy Theory, Perceived Competence Theory, and 
Expectancy-Value Theory (see Figure 1 ). 
Bandura's Self-efficacy Theory 
Thi;, 1s probably the most popular theory used for studying self-confidence 
1n th6 sports o':>main. It states that people are ir,fluenced by a combination of 
cognitive, behavioural and environmental aspects. Thus internal and external 
forces are at work Self-efficacy 1s concerned with personal judgement of abilities 
and not actual level of ability. Thus a performer's judgement of ability influences 
their activity choice, the eff..>rt dedicated to the performance and persistence in 
the task (lirgg, 1992). 
Harter's Percel·ied Competence Theo~' (1978) 
According to Perceived Competence Theory, external reactions in the form 
of re1nforcemenVnon-re1nforcement, approval and disapproval have a powerful 
influence on perceived competence and control If task mastery is experienced 
and external reactions are in1t1ally pos1t1ve, an internalised self-reward system will 
l 
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develop An internalised system means that the importance of external rewards 
reinforcement are reduced Feelings of perce1·1ed competence and control 
increase with recurring successful experiences The perso'l becomes mo11vated 
to achieve because he/she 1s seeking feelings of competence which ;s equated 
with se!f-eff1cacy/self-conf1aence (lirgg, 1992) This linl< betweieen perceived 
competence arid self-confidence provided support for selecting perceived 
moveme;1t competence as an indicator or self-confidence 
Ecclas 's Expectancy-value Model 
13 
This model refers to the formulation of performance expectations as ·one's 
self-concept of ability • The choices about part1c1pat1on that lead to achievement 
are en outcome of performance er.pectat10'1s Performance expectations are 
based on a combination of perceived ability, locus on control, gender ;oles and 
stereotypes, as well as performers' ~liefs and cultural background The 
performers interpretation of reality ana not reality itself influences choice from the 
available options (lirgg, 1992) 
Comparison 1mong the Models 
All three models recognise the importance of self-confidence or perca1ved 
ability in achievement attainment (ltrgg 1992) The Bandura and t:ccles models 
both hnk feelings of confidence wuh choice of act1111ty This choice influences 
achievement because people who actively pursue something are more likely to 
aeh1eve success than people who pursue without commitment or people who do 
not try at all 
All three models recognise that soc1a1Js1ng 1nflt:ences and past experiences 
affect confidence Bandura and Harter work from the asc;umpt1on that soc1a1Js1ng 
influences directly affect confidence Eccles postulated that soc1a1Js1ng influences 
affect a person s pa11t experiences and 11 is the interaction among past 
expet 1ences that affects confidence 
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Ftgure 1 Vanous Models for Under~tand1ng Achievement Mot1vat1on 
(lirrg 1992 p 162) 
Socral influences are conceived drfferently 1n the three models and the 
constructs of perceived control and attnbu!1on also differ For example, Bandura 
preG1cted that self-efficacy would influence ones thought paherns about 
attrrbut1on Haner presented perce~t1on of competence and perception of control 
as being s1multan9ously influenced and not having an 1nteract1vo affect on each 
other Eccles predicted that locus of control and attnbullons directly influenced 
ab1l1ty perceptions a relationship opposite to that proposed by Bandura (l1rgg 
1992) 
14 
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Altliough the models identify s1m1lar influential vanables and outcomes they 
do howev9r disagree about the precise path these variat:.les take It 1s apparent 
that the mechanism.; that underlte self-confidence are not well understood 
Despite this lack of comprehensive knowledge, research has been completed that 
gives some direction to effcrts by professionals 1'1 applted seit1ng to enhance self-
c-.onf1dence, especially a1nong girl:; and warner. 1n the sporting environment (Llrgg, 
1S92) 
Practical Applications 
Despite whi...h theory 1s used to explain achievement 1not1vat1on. the 
degree of c.onf1dence people have 1n their own effectiveness 1s going to influence 
tneir performance 1n some way People may become fearful and tend to avoid 
->•tucst1ons they belteve exC69d their abilities (Bandura, 1977) Perceived efficacy 
ma> ~s~m r.:r.o how much energ)' people will soenc! anj h )W long they will 
persevere 1n difficult s1tuat1ons The s\mnger the pt:'rce ved self-efficacy, the more 
active and sustained the efforts It 1s important to note t.1at expectations of 
success 1n performance cannot produce sue<.. •-,sful performance 1f the performers' 
capab1ltt1es are lacking It also must be noted t"'at people tend to 1vo1d act1v1t1es 
which lack 1ncent1ves to involvement even though they are hkelv to achieve 
success Given appropriate skill a and adequate 1ncent1ves however. efficacy 
expectations have been 1d nt1f1ed as a ma1or determinant of people's ..:.:hC'l:ce of 
act!v1ties, how much effort they w111 expend and of how long they will sustain effort 
1n d<:.ta11ng with stressful s1tuat1ons (Bandura 1977) 
Self-conf1denc9 or perce1 .ed self-efficacy 1s le~u nca through experience 
Banduri. (1977) ltsted five maier sources from which peop!e draw 1t1e1r efficacy 
expectations performance &ccompltshrnents, vi,.. nous experiences verbal 
persuasion emotional arousal Clnd cognitive procoss1r19 of erf1cacy 1nfor mat1on 
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• Performance Accomplishments 
This source of efficacy information 1s especially inti ent1a1because1t 1s 
based on personal mastery experiences Wh6n c.;11e 1s SL•ccessful ones 
mastery expectations are raised a"ld repeated failures 1n tL'rn lower them. 
particularly if these mishaps occur early on Once strong efficacy 
expectations are developed via repeated success the negative impact of 
occas1onal failures 1s likely to be reduced (Bandura 1977) 
16 
Techniques can be used to encourage the development of mastery For 
example, the environment can be structured so that su~ssful performance 
can be attained despite performers' 1n1tial lack of ability (Bandura. Jeffery & 
Wright, 197 4) As success is achieved, the mod1t1cat1ons in the challenge 
are removed and supplementary aids or support are slowly withdrawn so 
that the performers progressively learn to cope effectively without 
assistance 
• Vlc•rfoua Experience 
Expectc.•t1ons can be derived from seeing others perform act1v1t1es without 
adverse consequences These vicarious experiences can generate 
expectations 1n observers 1hat they too can improve 1f they 1ntens1fy and 
persist 1n their efforts They come to believe that 1f others can di:> 1t, they 
should be able to achieve at least some improvement 1n performance 
(BandurR & Barab, 1973) 
Vanous modeling techniques have been shown to enhance efficacy 
exJ:>ecta!tons These include benefiting more from seeing models overcome 
their d1ff1cult1e3 by determined effort than from observing prof1c1ent models 
easily achieve succ.ess (Kazd1n, 1973, Me1chenbaum 1971) Modeled 
behaviours with clear outcomes have been found to be more effective 
because they convey more efficacy information than 1f the effects of the 
modeled actions are ambiguous (Band•Jra 1977) Diverse modeling 1s also 
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superior Watching the performance of a variety of models has been found 
to be more pcwerful in raising efficacy expectations than watching the same 
performance by a single model (Bandura & Menlove, 1968 Kazdin , 1974, 
1975, 1976) 
• Verbal PerCJuasion 
In attempts to influence human behaviour, verbal persuasion 1s widely 
utilised Efficacy expectations induced 1n this manner are likely to be 
weaker than those arising from one's own accomplishments because they 
do not have a base 1n experience This can be seen 1n instances where a 
failure 1n experience can wipe out mastery expectations that were induced 
via verbal persuasion (Bandura, 1977) 
Persuasion can contribute to perceived self-eff1:acy 1f handled correctly It 
can be effective when combined with other techniques People who ~re 
persuaded that they possess the capab1ht1es to master d1ff1cult situations 
and are provided with provisional aids for effective action, are more likely to 
utilise greater effort than those who receive only performance aids 
However, 1f via persuasion one tries to raise expectations of personal 
competence without organ1s1ng conditions to help achieve effective 
performance, failure can d1scred1t the persuaders cred1b11tty as well as 
weaken performers' perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) 
• Emotional Arousal 
Stressful s1tuat1ons tend to induce emottonal arousal that might have 
1nformat1ve value concerning self-efficacy Optimal levels of arousal may 
be 1nd1cators of self-cvnf1dence, while excessive levels of arousal may 
1nd1cata a lack of self-confidence Individuals who lack confidence may 
experience elevated levels of anxiety that can influence both choice and 
pers1sten:e in part1c1pat1on (Bandura. 1977) 
Excessive arousal can be d1m1n1shed by techniques such as modeling and 
1t can be eliminated through experienced mastery (Bandura & Barab, 1973 
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Bandura. Blanchard & Ritter, 1969, Blanchard, 1970) There are also 
cognitive strategies associated with stress management that can help 
individuals cope with excessive levels of arousal 
• Cognitive Processing of Efficacy Information 
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The impact of 1nformat1on on efficacy expectations depends on how 1t 1s 
cognitively evaluated A number of factors enter into such evaluations, 
including social and temrioral circumstances. Even successful experiences 
cannot guarantee pos1t1ve perceptions of efficacy unless the individual is 
willing to accept the success as an evaluation of his/her competence. 
When experience contradicts firmly established expectations of self· 
efficacy, for example, those expectations may undergo httle change 1f the 
cond1t1ons of performance somehow d1m1nish the importance of the 
experience (Bandura, 1977) 
In practical terms, 1t appears that the more vaned the circumstances in 
which threats and/or challenges are mastered, the more likely that 
successful experiences will raise perceptions of personal efficacy (Bandura 
1977) Learning from responstt consequences or feedback 1s also a 
powerf~I cognitive process Performance situations must provide the 
part1c1pant with accurate feedback By learning how to interpret the 
d1fferent1al effects of their own actions, 1nd1v1duals can gain confidence 1n 
their ability to choose appropriate behaviours in various settings (Dulany, 
1968) Rece1v1ng pos1t1ve reinforcement for a behaviour does not always 
increase the likelihood of repeating that behaviour, however If 1nd1v1duals 
believe that, based on other information, their actions will not be rewarded 
on future occasions, they tend to withdraw from those actions (Estes, 
1972) 
The capacity to ant1c1pate future consequences is another cognitively 
oased source of mot1vat1on to choose and persist in an act1v1ty (Bandura 
1977) Ant1c1pat1on can create expectations that behaving 1n a certain 
manner can produce certain benefits and avoid futuro d1ff1cult1es (Bolles, 
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1972} Goal setting 1s another cognitivt:ly based source of motivation 
(Bandura, 1976, 1977) lnd1v1duals can learn to create self-inducements 
which promote determination 1n their efforts until their performances match 
their self-prescribed standards 
Within the frarrework of achievement motivation theory, feelings of self-
efficacy (self-confidence) have a strong pos1t1ve attraction The assumption 1s 
that oeople enioy suCC6~S and tend to be drawn to those areas of life which 
provide 1t. People tend to avoid act1v1t1es which produce a high expectation of 
failure. This mot1vat1on to feel competent encoura~e:> people to direct their 
behaviours in such a way that they will max1m1se the chances of experiencing 
positive outcomes, which 1n turn will contribute to perceptions of self-efficacy and 
the development of pos1t1ve self-esteem (Fox. 1994) 
Gender Differences 
Research has found that the traditional measures for identity development 
(those based on Erikson's original conei~r:ituallsat1ons) reveal few differences 
between male and female adolescents 1n term~ of their progress towards maturity 
(Archer. 1989 Streitmatter 1993) Tnese trad1t1onal measures emphasise the 
autonomy and independence aspects of development rather social relatedness 
and connectedness Streitmatter (1993) suggested that 1dent1ty development may 
be more complex for females than for males because females hve 1n a male-
dom1nated society, and because their developmental processes are closely tied to 
their sense of connectedness with others as well as their independence and 
separateness from others It has been found to be extraordinarily d1ff1cult to 
develop measurement instruments that incorporate both the 1nt1macy and the 
autonomy aspects of identity development (Shaw Kleiber & Caldwell, 1995) 
Research does provide evidence that variations 1n leisure part1c1pat1on and 
interests are associated with gender and that many adolescent act1v1lles are 
characterised by gender stereotypes (Garton & Pratt, 1987) In an ethnographic 
study of extracurricular act1v1t1es 1n middle school Eder and Parker (1987) found 
that socio. status was associated with stereotypical male (sports) and female 
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(cheerleading) act1v1ttes, and that those act1v1t1es in turn reinforced such 
characteristics as toughness. aggressiveness, achievement orientation and 
competitiveness for males, and appearance management and emotional control 
for females 
20 
Lirgg (1992) noted that there are three different models that address the 
development of gender differences 1n self-confidence They all stress how 
confidence develops over time. and hoN socialising agents pl3y an important role 
1n the development of these gender differences 
• In Bandura's (1986) model, two explanations were given for females being 
less confident than males First, there 1s the issue of the cultural modeltng 
of gender-role stereotypes males are supposed to be self-confident, 
women are supposed to be morf! modest Second, there 1s the influence of 
how significant others encourage children to attribute success internally or 
externally depending on their gender This with other contributing factors 
may combine to contribute to girls' underestimating their abilities 
Evidence that females have less self-confidence than males frequently 
comes from research examples 1n which gender comparisons are made 
regarding the expectations of performance on a particular task In these 
studies, males have been found to possess ~reater self-confidence 
compared to females (Lrrgg & Feltz, 1989) 
• Harter's (1978) model focussed on competence motivation She found that 
boys had greater intrinsic mastery mot1vat1on compared to girls Girls also 
required more dult approval especially when tasks were classed as 
mascultnf! In sport settings, for exampla, s1gnif1cant others would have a 
powerful effect on girts' perceived competence Their approval or 
disapproval of the girts' performances would create this effect 
• Eccles and Harold ( 1991) linked gender-role soc1allsat1on to differences 
between the sexes regarding perceived ability The degree to ~ h1ch a 
spec1f1c sport 1s considered appropnate to a girl will have a s1gnif1cant affect 
on her perceived competence 1n that sport Eccles and Harold concluded 
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that gender differences in self-confidence could be attributed largely to 
gender-role soc1ahsat1on rather than d1spos1t1onal differences 
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According to Nicholls (1975) females are more prone than males to 
at!ribute their success to luck and failure to lack of ab1hty Females have also 
been classified as being more external 1n their attributions liy emphasising luck 
and task difficulty in both success and failure (Feather, 1969) This illustrates 
how females take less respnnsib1hty and reduce the value of their achievement 
and success, which contributes to the cont1nuat1on of a low expectancy-low 
success cycle 
Although males and females are similar in their over-all self-regard there 
are qualitative differences. girls tend to rate themselves higher in social 
competenre, whilst boys more often see themselves as strong, powerful, 
dominant, and in control of their own fate (Carlson, 1965, Carlson & Levy, 1968, 
McDonald, 1968). 
Self-confidence and Sport Performance 
L1rgg and Feltz (1989) described the role of self-confidence 1n athletic 
performance as being reflected in the choice of act1v1t1es the amount of effort 
expended, and the persistence in an act1v1ty In their 1nterpre1at1on, self-confident 
individuals are opt1m1st1c about their performance 1n a spec1f1c activity rather than 
persons who acknowledge an overall sensa cf competence lnd1v1duals who 
perceive themselves as highly competent at a particular sk•ll will voluntarily and 1n 
an assured manner choose to be active and more persistent 1n such an act1v1ty 
The longer the part1c1pant pursues a task, the more possible mastery experiences 
become Mastery experiences enhance self-confidence, which theoretically will 
maintain the cycle (Bandura, 1977. Harter, 1978) Those who expect to perform 
poorly will either refuse to engage 1n an act1v1ty, choose a less demanding task , or 
become discouraged and d1sconllnJe (Feltz & Lirgg , 1989) 
I r.are are vanous v. 1s in 1An1ch researcners have defined and measured 
s~tf-conf iCOnce 1n sport an~ physical arl1v1ty settings (Lirgg, 1992) One of the 
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most popular theories on which to base assessment has been Bandura's (1977) 
theory of self-efficacy. When u!>ed in measurement situations, performers are 
asked to state their percentage of confidence as they perform tasks which 
escalate in difficulty Here confidence is related to a specific task and not to 
global feelings of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986; Lirgg, 1992). 
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Vealey (1986) defined the construct of sport confidence as a sport-specific 
self-confidence and not general self-confidence. In Vealy's model, perceived 
confidence in sport in general (trait sport confidence} and specific situations (state 
sport confidence} is identified Only performers who have experience in a sport 
can complete the Vealy instrument becal!se respondents are asked to judge their 
own sport confidence in comparison to the most confident athlete they know in 
their sport (Lirgg, 1992). 
The physical dimension of performance forms an integral part of many 
assessment instruments. Harter (1982) developed the Perceived Competence 
Scale for children, which included a p.lys1cal competence sub-sc.::!e. Ryckman, 
Robbins, Thornton and Cantrell's (1982) assessment of self-efficacy included a 
Perceived Physical Ability sub-scale on dimensions such as strength, agility, 
endurance, and measure of physical self-presentation is measured. This scale 
differs from eandura's for 1t does not measure ability linked to a specific task . Fox 
and Corbin (1989) measured self-confidence in relation to physical self-
perception on five dimensions. These dimensions included perceived sport 
competence, perceived physical strength, muscular endurance, physical 
conditioning, bodily attractiveness, and general physical self-worth (Lirgg, 1992) 
Harter's (1982) ide:itlf1ed perceived competence as a mult1dimens1onal 
construct. Her measurements contained cognitive, social and physical domains, 
with questions being specifically designed for each aspect. Although various 
dimensions of self-confidence are included in this scale, sport researchers have 
tended only to focus in on results from the physical domain when 1t comes to 
measuring competence motivation related to physical act1v1ties (Lirgg, 1992). 
Self-confidence has also been measured simply by asking sub1ects how they thinlc 
they will fare in a specific activity Gill. Gross, Huddleston & Shifflett (1984) 
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Perceived competence, ~elf-efficacy and self confidence are all somehow 
associated with feelings that one is capable of mastery and control in a specific 
environment, and all are somehow involved in the formulation self-esteem. Self-
esteem has been identified as a variable susceptible to psychological benefits 
gained from regular exercise (Folkins & Sime, 1981 ; Hughes, 1984). Kalliopuska 
(1989) observed that participants in movement-based activities such as fitness 
training seem to 1morove in their self-concept and self-esteem. The possible use 
of participation in physical activity as a medium for the improvement of self-
esteem through an improvement in self-confidence is an exciting option of 
physical educators and coaches Clearly, an examination of the opportunities 
offered by experiences in the physical and motor domains 1s in order. 
The Physical and Motor Domains 
The physical and motor domains are important sources of competence 
information for children. Demonstrating r'ompetence in movement performance 
can produce feelings of pride (Weiner, 1979) and joy (Hartr:r, 1981) Children's 
perceptions of themselves as com?etent IS believed to play an important part in 
their continued interest 1n mastery attempts (Rocerts. Douglas, Kleiber & Duda, 
1981) Children often select tasks where they can demonstrat6 their competence 
and persist longer on these tasks where they expect to perform well (Harter, 
1981). 
Young children often use physical characterist1~ and ab1llt1es to describe 
themselves and 1t 1s one of the first areas where children are able to accurately 
compare themselves with others. By the time children are 10 -12, they are able to 
ratt11 themselves on a wide range of physical abilities. These ratings help define 
their physical identity and an overall sense of physical self-worth which they carry 
into adolescence (Fox, 1994). Participation 1n sport 1s one way in wh ich children 
can develop poS1t1ve feelings of ~elf-worth. It has been found that children and 
adolescents who participate in sport have higher perceived physical competenr:e 
than those who do not (Jackson & Marsh, 1986; Robel'ts et al . 1981). 
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Research on S,>vrt 
Sport has been proposed as an impo:iant tyµe of transitional activity for 
adolescents which may potentially facilitate, or complicate the formation of their 
personal identities Not only do sports represent physical and mental challenges, 
but they also may play a role in adolescent development by provioing an identity 
reference, e.g ·1 am a soccer player" or "I c>m part of the soccer team· (Kleiber & 
Kirshnit. 1991) Sport participation provides adolescents with the opportunity to 
meet physical and motor challenges with effort and concentration. The notion of 
striving to meet challenges implies personal involvement and the testing of 
alternatives (Shaw, Kleiber & Caldwell, 1995) 
Those who remain involved in sport have increased chances for mastery 
experiences which in turn may lead to increases in perceived competence (Lirgg 
& Feltz. 1989). The results of a study by Roberts et al. (1981) sho1Ned that male 
and female participants in organised sports had higher mean scores on cogn1t1ve 
competence and general self-INOrth than non-participants. This difference in 
perceived competence between sport participants and non-partic1pa11ts suggests 
th3t sport can have a positive 1nfluer.. ' :i children's psychological \Nell-being • 
Sport participants also had higher scores in perceived competence. were more 
persistent, and had higher expectatlc'"s for future succesa. 
There 1s not always a consistent relationship between expectation and 
performance (Lirgo & Feltz , 1989). Bandura (1986) addressed why perceived 
ability may be h1gh.sr or lower than performance V&r1attons in perceived self-
confidence can be produc&t'.1 •:.'he11 tasks or circumstances are amb1guou1. 
OverHtimation of ability may result when the demands of a task are 
underestimated When task demana~ ar~ overestimated performance 
expectations may be underestimated (Lenny. 1977) 
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Summary of the Physical and Motor Domains 
Research results support the claim that perceived competence in physical 
skills has an important influence on the participation and mot1vat1on of children 1n 
sport contexts Children select achievement tasks in which their competonce may 
be demonstrated and avoid achievement tc. .. ks .. , whicii their inc• .1petence may 
be revealed. In those activities in which they beliew thay are c1Jmpetent, they 
expect to perf rm well , persist longer in maste:ry attE>mpts, 3rid believe: that their 
success can be attrihuted to their ability. The oppo~ite has been found when 
children believe their competence in sei~cted act.v1t1es 1s low (Roberts et al. 
1981 ). 
Gender Differences 
The study of gender differences and self-confidence is important becau .. e 
differences have been found. What causes these differences and the 
t;Onsequences of these differences is vital, especially for females who hold lower 
levels uf self-confidence which may prevent them from reaching their potential 
(Lirgg, 1932) According to C irbin, Landers, Feltz and Senior (1983) if the lower 
estimates of performance in motor tasks amor.g females are truly a result ;;,f lack 
of self-confidence. particularly in certain situations, there are important 
implications for physical educators and sport leaders. In sport and physical 
activity situations, female~ who are capable of achieving may fail to perform to 
levels on a par with their own abilities . The lack of confidence 1n their uwn 
abilities to perform physical tasks may cause females to avoid situations that 
precipitate this lack of confidence 
Socialisation Factors 
Socialisation factors have been found to contribute to differences 1n self-
conf1dence on certain tasks for boys rnd girls of different ages. lr1 some cultures, 
as children grow older participation in sports and games is considered to be less 
socially acceptable for females More actl'11ties are considered socially 
apprcprrate for boys, which give!' them access to a wide variety of experiences, 
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while girls may not be exposed to such a wide variety (Stewart & Corbin. 1988) 
Harter (1978) identified experience as a critical element in the development of a 
sound self-reward system, which is necessary to keep feelings of competence 
high Children With hm1ted experience in phy!1cal activities would be more likely 
to feel inadequate in unfamiliar situations and for this rea&on may lack self-
confidence. It may be that task unfamiliarity by itself undermines self-confidence, 
es;lecially among girls (Stewart & Corbin, 1988). 
Research has been conducted that indicates that females often lack 
confidence in their ability to perform in achievement s1tuat1ons (Lenny, 1977), 
including a lack of confidence about participation in physical activity (Corbin & 
Nix. 1979). In situations involving performance of a physical activity, girls are 
more likely to lack confldeni:e rf the task is considered gender-.ole inappropriate 
c.. . socially evaluative (Corbin & Nix. 1979) This observation was supported by 
research which found that girls were not lacking in confidence in their ab1hty to 
perform a physical task when the task was regarded as gender-role appropriate 
and non-socially evaluative (Corbin, Stewart & Blair, 1981 ). 
Since sport has bef'., regarded traditionally as ·male territory," participation 
may affect male and female 1evelopmental processes differently (Shaw. Kleiber & 
Caldwe:l. 1995) According to Archer and McDonald (1990) the emphasis on 
authoritarianism and achievement may also act to reduce the extent to which 
'>port can provide young males with an e.'J)loration of alternative ways of thinking 
about the self Sport may narrow rather than expand the adolescent male'~ 
capacity tc explore his 1denticy (Shaw. Kleiber & Caldwell, 1995). For the female 
adolescents, sport may provide both phvsical and mental challenges, while at the 
same time offer a new way of thinking about the self Sport participation 
challenges some of the traditional notions of femininity. This makes sport 
part1cipat1on particularly important for young women whose socialisation 
influences tend to encourage development of the qualities of C3ring, fitting in, and 
concern for others while d1scourag1ng the development of strength and 
independence (Streitmatter, 1993). 
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Females who are not familiar with a task or feel that the task they are 
asked to do is difficult, tend to underestimate their abilities, while males in these 
situations may tend to underestimate task demands, thereby overestimating their 
abilities. Males and females both tend to overestimate male performances 
(Brawley, Landers, Miller & Krause, 1979). Female's modesty or honesty may 
also be a possible explanation for their lower self-confidence (Corbin et al . 1983; 
Scanlon & Passer. 1979). This pattern may occur because of socialisation 
differences between females and males V\nien performance estimates are 
public, females are often expected to be more modest which could cause 
perc~1ved ability to be lower than performance (Bandura. 1986). 
Females may fear having to maintain a successful performance, or that 
their success will be perceived as inappropriate for their gender role (Lirgg & 
Feltz, 1989) Silva (1982) found that fear-of-success scores for female athletes 
were not only the same as those of female non-athletes but also those of male 
non-atr.letes. Male athletes had the least fear of success, which may indicate that 
males experience a different soc1alisat1on process for achievement and 
pe:'formance-related activities than females do Greater female participation in 
sport and physical activity may help to redress this inequity. 
Females ter1d to be socialised into a ·social approval" orientation. T ... ~ .. 
tend to be attracted to achievement situations in .,~,; ~ '' 1gh effort leads tc. 
approval. These findings are encouraging fc. - "j• 1 coc> ·- .. l-ecause it means 
that competition - often c.. • .1 .. idered the m,,st negcuw• ~r.!'li~vement situation for 
females - can have a positive influence on fema le~· achievement cognitions and 
behaviours if the competitive task and situation are clearly appropriate for females 
(Gill, Gross, Huddelston & Shifflett, 1984). 
A range of variables have been implicated either as correlates or 
determinants of the poor rates of sport part1c1pat1on among girls (Foon. 1989) 
For example, Snyder and Spreitzer (1975) in a study comparing female athletes 
and non-athletes indicate that soc1allsat1on into sport begins 1n childhood and 
continues into high school with considerable encouragement from significant 
others. This study showed that female athletes tended to manifest a more 
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suggested that females' need for peer group acceptance 1s prevalent 1n 
adolescence, and lack of acceptance may lead to poor self-esteem The 
argument here 1s that girls are likely to stop performing well or part1c1pating 1n 
particular act1v1t1es when the peer group does not value them. This tendency 
toward underperformance and non-part1c1pat1on could result 1n poor performance 
that could in turn lead to poorer self-concepts 
Gender Differences In Self-confir'"7nce 
In the motor domain. higher self-confidence levels among males than 
females is well dc~umented (Sanguinett1 Lee & Nelson, 1985} However, Lenny 
(1977) concluded after an extensive review of literature that females will not 
display lower self-confidence when the task involved 1s "gender-neutral" or more 
specifically ·not male-oriented, · when they are given clear feedback about their 
performance, and when they are placed 1n non-comparative s1tuat1ons Several 
studies have supported this "gender-neutral" hypothesis While girls displayed 
lower confidence than boys 1n gndiron football , th9y were higher 1n confidence in 
ballet, a female one. itated act1v1ty In sw1mm1ng, an act1v1ty perceived to be 
·gender-neutral", no d1ffererices were revealed 1n confidence levels between boys 
and girls (Sanguinett1, Lee, & Nelson, 1985} 
Not all research has supported the "gender-neutrar hypothesis 
Petruzzel!o and Corbin (1988} found males to be more confident than females for 
two "gender-neutral" tasks that included a balance task and a tracking task In 
another study which utilised dart throwm1:1, which was Judged ~neutral " by the 
children part1c1pating 1n the study boys had higher expectations of their 
performance than girls (Lee. Hall, & Carter, 1983) Corbin, Landers, Feltz and 
Senior (1983) found that sex difierences existed for performance estimates on a 
motor task that was perceived to be ·masculine." 
It 1s clear from these diverse f1nd1ngs that the term · gender-neutrality" may 
require careful df'f1rnt1on In the previously mentioned studies, subiects were 
asked to 1dent1fy tasks they perce1~ed to be rnale-appropnate or female-
~~---~-- ---
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appro;:>riate Although females may not have rated ·male" tasks as 1nappropnate 
to their gender role they were likely to say that males would perform these kinds 
of tasks better than females (Lirgg & Feltz. 1989) This supported Lenney s 
(1977) conclusion that the self-confidence of females may be task spec1f1c Thus 
there is good theoreltcal support for the notion that lack of conf1cience 1n some 
motor performance ab1llt1es 1s a reason for low performance estimates among 
females 
A consistent finding 1n the research is that females tend to state lower 
expectancies of success than males across a wide range of achievement 
behaviour and success on achievement tasks (Battle. 1965, Feathar. 1966) Gill, 
Gross, Huddelston and Shifflett (1984) examined expectancies, performance, 
perceived ability, and causal attnbullons of males and females who competed on 
a motor task aitc. . being matched with a same-or opposite-sex opponent of similar 
ab1l11y Males we1 t-' .;~~'"' likely than females to predict a win 1n compettt1on, but 
actual performarce meRsures o,..,.· pet1t1on ability rallngs, and attributions 
revealed more µos1t1ve resr 1pet1tions by females than males 
Females 1mpr0vo~ t~eu perfc.. d omes and raised their ao11ity rating~ from the 
in1t1al noncc.,. ·p· . .'1!1-. e st:ss1on more than males and placed more importance on 
effort attrobut1 n :r :an niales did The f1nd1ngs suggest that compet1t1on for 
females 1s not n ... ce:;sanly detnmental as has been previously been postulated, 
and that 1t can have a pos1t1ve influence on females ' achievement cognit ions and 
behaviours when the compettllve task and situations are clearly appropnate for 
fem.:: I es 
In a discussion of perceived competence and achievement behaviour, 
Harter (1981) noted that girls rate themselves less competent than boys in sports , 
but not 1n the cognitive domain She further noted that for girls who 1nd1cate a 
high physical competence. 1nd1cate that they are responsible for their 
competence Roberts Kleiber, and Duda ( 1981) found no gender differences 1n 
perceived competence between sport part1c1pant and n ::m-part1c1pant groups 
although females were less likely to be sport part1ciparts than males Thus. 
higher perceived competence exp"lctanc1es for succe:;s and persistence 
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attributed to the sport part1c1pants may well be more characteristic of males than 
females (Gill Gross, Huddelston & Shifflett 1984) 
L1rgg (1991) completed a meta-analysis of research that had been 
performed on gender differences in self-confidence and sport Males were more 
confident 1n all task categories except 1f they were feminine tasks Gender-ty~e of 
task was the most powerful moderator of self-confidence Compet1t1ve s1tuat1ons 
did not contribute to causing gender differences However, research by Jones, 
Swain and Cale (1991) found that when 1t came to self-confidence patterns before 
compet1t1on, males consistently had higher self-confidence levels than females 
Stewart and Corbin ( 1988) conducted a study to determine 1f feedback 
dependence 1s a characteristic of all children of low confidence, or 1f females of 
low confidence are more ltkely to be feedb3ck dependent than low confidence 
males. The study was inspired by the beltef t'iat females generally lack 
confidence in achievement .>ettings when performance feedback 1s not present 
The results of the study 1nd1cated that both the males and females 1n the low self-
conf1dence groups had lower post-per.ormance self confidence when f&ecback 
was not present The low self-confidence subjects of both genders showed self-
confidence levels on a par with those 1n the high seif-conf1dence groups after they 
received performar. .• e feedback The authors concluded that 1mmed1ate feedback 
1: es~c1a!ly helpful to subjects lacking confidence regard1ess of the sub1ects 
gender (Stew~'1 & Corbin, 1988) The authors did note that many more girls were 
low 1n self-confidence prior to the tasks than were boys 
In a comprehensive study Gill. Gross, Huddelston and Shifflet (1984) 
examined gender differences 1n exoectanc1es performance. perceived ability, and 
attributions 1n a competitive situation, while eliminating task and 1nformat1on 
influences by using a task 1n which males and females did not differ 1n 
performance and by prov1d1ng clear performance feedback It was hypothesised 
that because social compa11son often evokes gender differences 1n ach1e11ement 
cogn1t1ons, and because compet1t1on is an espe~1ally powerful social comparison 
s1tuat1on females would state lower expectancies, peiform more poorly, rate their 
ability lower, and use external causal attnl:iut1ons more than males did The 
-
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results proved the opposite. Females performance did not decline in competition, 
it improved. Females also emphasised effoi1 attributions, gave higher post-
competition ab1hty evaluations. anci generally responded more positively than 
males did to the competitive situation Gender differences on the expectancy 
measures favoured males, but those arfferences were mainly in terms of 
predicting win/loss outcomes. It 1c; important to note that the tendency for males 
to predict more wins did not transform into better performances. Female:; 
outperformed males This could be seen by their greater improvement in 
performance times and the fac. that t.!1ey won eight of the te'l opposit~ sex 
.:.:>mpetit1ons. The post-competition attribution patterns of females that 
emphasised effort, and particularly the perceived ability rating also indicated that 
females responded to the competitive situation positively (Giii et al 1984) 
In an extensive review of literature, Lenny (1977) notes that women are not 
lo......er than men in self-confidence in all achiev~ment situations. Thus the general 
low expectancy cognitive pattern of females was not as consistent as one may 
assume according to the previously mentioned studies by Nicholls (1975) and 
Feather (1969). Gender differences in c.onfidence or expectancies have generally 
been reported in achievement situations that involve tasks or ability areas which 
are perceived as masculine, that provide only ambiguous feedback or ability 
information, and that emphasize social comparison and evaluation (Gill et al. 
1984). 
De Man and 131ais (1982} investigated the relationship between sport-
preference and self-esteem in casual sport participants. Higher levels of sslf-
esteem ......ere found among malei; involved in individual sports and females 
participating in team sports If it can be assumed that each gender has a higher 
sense of self-wvrth in areas of more central ego involvement, it can be expected 
that relatively higher level of self-esteem would be found among women involved 
in team sports rather than 1r. 1nd1vidual sports This ts based on the assumption 
that women with high social competence tend to feel good about themselves. and 
high social competence 1s congruent with the social interaction requirements for 
team participation Women who doubt their social capac1t1es would be expected 
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to opt for sport of a less social nature Males with high self-esteem are thought to 
stnve for individual attention and vvould be expected ~o select individual sports 
Males who do not possess high self-regard probably would seek the social 
participation inherent in team sports 
Results generated by research indicate that the understanding of the 
mechanisms th~t produce gender differences in self-cc:.nfidence m p11~ sical 
activity are complex. The cognitive strategies used by sport psyctiolog1sts to 
enhance self-confidence may have to be different for males and females rf there 
are distinct gel'lder differences in the cognit a factors that predict self-confidence 
in particular sport settings. With females, ro~ ~xc:mple , "perceived readiness• has 
been a significant predictor of self-confidence. whil3 with males the principal 
predictor of confidence was thinking "win" (Jones et al. 1991 }. 
Summary of Self-confidence and Gender 
Self-confidence is generally determined from predictions of future 
performance based on perceptions of competence. Females, especially in certain 
situations, make lower predictions or estimates than males (Lenny, 1977) Lenny 
(1977} suggested tti;.t women do not lack self-confidence in all achievement 
situations, but that 1t depends on the situation they find themselves in when 
performing a specific task. Such situations include inappropriate sex orientation 
of the task, presence c ~ o ial comparison , and lack of feedback conc'!rntng 
performances. It vvould seen. from these observations that there are ways of 
providing instrucuon tn sport that could maximise the potential for positive 
outcomes for girls in sport. 
Outcomes of Sport Participation 
Although there is a body of research comparing male athletes to non-
athletes (Snyder & Kivhn, 1975), there are comparatively few studies comparing 
women athletes and non-athlates. Landers (1970} reported that women physical 
education majors had lower femininity scores than other women education majors 
Malumphy (1970} conductll!d research on women participants and non-
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participants in team and 1nd1vidual sports She found that the team sports 
participants were less socially minded compared to the 1nd1v1dual s...,orts 
part1c1pants Sport part1c1pants also tended to be more tough-minded and poised 
versus non-part1c1pants 
Snyder and K1vlln (1975) conducted a study that included measures of 
psychological well being and body image An analysis was first made of women 
athletes and non-athletes and then of women gymnasts and basketball players It 
was hypothesised that athletic part1c1pat1on would have a negative effect on the 
psychological well being and the body image of females, and that there would be 
differences h body image scores between the gymnasts and the basketball 
players The results indicated that women athletes had higher scores than non-
athletes on measures of psychological well being and body image Differences 
between the two sports on the measure of body image were inconclusive The 
findings of the study raise serious doubts about the stereotypes regarding women 
athletes Comparisons of women athletes and non-athletes on measures of 
psychological well being and body image showed more pos1t1ve self-attitudes by 
the athletes Thus even though women 1n sports may receive some negative 
sanctions their part1c1pat1on in sports has been psychologically sat1sfy1ng and 
rewarding (Snyder & K1vhn, 1975) 
Positive outcomes were also found in a study by Malumphy (1970) where 
an analysis of 180 women tennis and golf competitors 1nd1cated that they had 
higher grade point averages, were more self-suff1c1ent, and open to change than a 
college population control group These women athletes felt that their 
part1c1pat1on contributes to their feminine image and made them more dateable 
and interesting to be with 
This research is dated, cind it 1s possible that the social cost of athletic 
part1cipat1on by women 1s not as nt:gat1ve as 1t may once have been Girls 
involved 1n physical act.v1ty and sport have been fo•Jnd ~o ha1; e higher S'91f-esteem 
than non-pa11c1pants, and girls who are h1gh1v skilled at sport have higher self-
esteem than lhose less skilled (Scanlon & Passer, 1979) The relat1onsh1p 
between self-esteem and sport part1c1pat1on fo~ girls 1s not a simple one-to-one 
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correspondence (Foon, 1989) Contemporary ct anges in terms of the broadening 
of sex roles are reflected 1n the pos1t1ve f1nd1ngs regarding the women athletes 
Results from a study by Foon (1989) showed that teenage girls part1c1pat1ng 1n 
sport had higher self-esteem than those who did not partake The results also 
1nd1cated that the girls who were sport part1c1pants also generally had higher 
affiliation ratings with their families than non-sporting part1c1pants did. 
Part1c1pants 1n sport may perceive that they have the support of their family and 
that peer support 1s not as important to them (foon, 1989) 
Enhancement Strategies 
Many authors have explored how to shape physical education and sport 
expenences in order to achieve the obiectl\·ss of self-esteem and self-confidence 
enhancement. Well developed exercise i;~ogra• .-·;nes have been designed, for 
example. based on pnnc1ples of operation designed to !"romote self-acceptance. 
These include supportive feedback following d1agnost1c and functional testing , 
1nd1v1duahsed exercise prescnptions commensurate with personal ability, and 
attitudes of accepting people at what ever level of fitness they may be (Pollock, 
Wilmore & Fox, 1984) 
The following sections present information about this approach to physical 
education and sport. The first section provides a ph1losoph1cal basis to support 
the inclusion of enhancement strategies 1n the methods of teaching and coaching 
The second section ident1f1es some of the spec1f1c strategies rated as effective by 
coaches The third section presents an outline of Paterson's (1997) model , which 
was validated through prev10:.Js research with boys 1n cncket, and which was 
tested tor effectiveness in this s•udy with girls 1n rhythmic sport The fourth 
section reviews some of the research on efficacy and self-confidence enhancing 
strategies recommended when working spec1f1cally with girls and women 
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Hellison's Approach 
Hell1son s (1978) proposed an approach to teaching and coaching directed 
by his human1st1c methodology which i;entres on the hohst1c development of 
ind1v1duals. This approach places student's self-esteem, self-actuallzat1on self-
understand1ng, and interpersonal relations as the focus point of the- ohys1cal 
education process To achieve a programme that has the student as its foca! 
point, Helhson recommended a goal model to guide teachers' and coaches' 
decision-m.-3k!ng about both content and instructional strategies Three spec1f1c 
goals stand central to Helhson's Goal Model approach. These goals are. 
• Help the student establish the "self-body-wortd connection" 
This refers to the search for personal identity through participation 1n 
physical education Hell1son portrayed the connection as the outcome of 
a subjective process. He contended that physical educators must strive to 
use strategies that help students understand their own personal mental 
processes, rather than strategies that dictate prescribed ways of thinking 
to their students. Hell1son (1978) believes that 1f educators~,, not help 
students greater "self-body-world connection· that such courses of action 
will totally be left up to trial-and-error 
• Help establish a sense of community 
This refers to developing pos1t1ve connections with others, ~ . elatedness 
0 1 belongingness or interdependence. 1/1/e cannot fully function 1f we 
function alone Alone we are incomplete When we can be at one with 
)!hers. our humanness becomes complete If participation 1n sport and 
physical act1v1ty 1s really a multi-d1mens1onal experience 1n which aspects 
such as competition and interaction take place, then developing a sen .. e 
of community among students is a s1gr11f1cant ob1ect1ve of physical 
education 
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• Help the student develop a playful spirit 
This refers to cult1vat1ng a non-serious. non-reflective d1mens1on of life 
that helps students concentrate on the moment and on the activity for its 
own sake A playful sp1nt 1s opposite the attitude driven by the pursuit of 
extrinsic rewards and recognition (Hellison & Templin, 1991) 
Hellison (1985) sug~ested that this new goa:-onented approach to the 
prov1s1on of sport programmes would addrPss many of the personal and social 
probiems that seem t 1 ·~ndPrm1ne ed;.icat1on today. This re-1nvent1on of physical 
education and sport programmes would be guided :,y the following five general 
objectives 
1. Control needs to be improved. The lack of control over students 1n many 
current programmes has drastically damaged progra1T1me effecllvene~s It 
becomes an extremely d1ff1cult task to coach when even a few stude:its are 
bohav1ng 1n an unrestrained manner Oid methods of "st1Jdent control" 
ap;>ear to be 1ncreas1ngly 1neffect1ve This may be due to a breakdown rn 
the old morality" and :oss of effect of controlling tar.tics such as fp,ar and 
punishment Without a basis of order and cooperation, a programme 
cannot be successful ThesE elements must be present 
2. StudGnts must learn how to make responsible choices. Society 1s 
prov1d1ng the youth with an ever increasing range of options however those 
1n authority are not prov1d1ng enougn guidance to assist students 1n learning 
how to make dec1s1ons that are "good for them • 
3. Students must learn how to lead more stable lives. Society 1s swiftly 
changing which contnbuces to students' feelings of confusion, insecurity, 
isolation and alienation Comm1tt1ng oneself to personally sat1sfy1ng 
act1v1t1es can achieve personal stability Commitment e<=1n provide students 
with a daily routine structure that can be relied on Social stability requires 
the development of cooperation, canng, and helping, rn small and large 
groups Stability can be found in establrsh1ng a commitment to others, 
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acknowledging the need for support and pursuing interdependence in a 
world that focuses increasingly on the self 
4. T 11e inadequacy of the current school system needs to be redressed. 
The d1ff1cult1es of society 1n general are reflected 1n the cns1s 1n today's 
schools The over-emphasis on external rewards and social companson 
has left many students without hope of achievement Better ways need to 
be found to help students become more successful One needs to work 
towards group cohesion to counter the impersonal environment of many 
schools 
5. All the aforementioned objectives must be met without compromising 
participation in physical activity. 
In providing structure for a programme designed to meet these five objectives, 
Hellison (1985) 1dent1fied five levels through which he proposed students 
progress as they develop to become socially involved and responsible human 
beings These levels provide a framework for teachers and coaches in terms 
planrnng a11d evaluation. The human factor must be kept in mind, of course. 
because students will not cilways progress at the same rate and m the fixed 
pattern as presented here 
Level Zero 1s the level of irresponsibility Students appear to be unmotivated 
and und1sc1phned, with control coming from external forces 
Level One is the level of self-control Students appear to have basic self-
d1sc1plme as responsibility for their actions shift from external forces to 
themselves personally This 1s the beg1nrnng of self-d1sc1pllne and self-
responsib1hty 
Level Two is the level of involvement Students include physical act1V1ty as a 
regular part of their lives because they find 11 mearnngful and enjoyable A kind 
of personal stability in attitude and behav10r 1s established 
37 
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level Three is the level of self-respons1b1l1ty At this level students learn to 
make choices and accept respons1b11fty for their choices They work without 
direct superv1s1on and have developed the ability to 1dent1fy their own needs 
and interests. This in turn will lead them to being able to independently reflect, 
plan, work and play 
Level Four 1s the level of caring Students need social statJ i.ty 1n life. By 
encouraging students to reach out to each other and to commit themse:vo? , to 
caring about others, it can be achieved 
These five developmental levels roughly correspond with the values and 
programme deficits that Hellison (1985) believes underlies many cu~rent discipline 
and mot1vat1onal problems among adolescents If teachers and coaches want to 
help students progress through these levels, time must be spent practising 
behaviours at each level There are various kinds of 1nteract1on strategies 
recommended by Helhson (1985) that can help stude'1ts realise each of the levels 
throu~ ~ part1c1pallon 1n a physical act1v1ty a programme, Examples of those 
'·qteg1es include the following. 
Teacher talk: This involves explaining the developmental levels to the 
students and refernng to them during class act1v1t1es 
Modeling: This involves how teachers and coaches exh1b1t their attitudes 
through their behaviours Students are more llkely to learn how to behave 1n a 
controlled, responsible and caring manner when the teacher/coach 1s a llving 
example of these attitudes. 
Reinforcement: This involves any response from the teactier/coach that 
strengthens a spec1f1c attitude or behaviour of a student If praise is genuine, 
positive, spec!f1c, and appropriate to the situation, it 1s considered to be an 
appropriate re1nforcament Awards nnd otfier rewards can also be considered 
as re1nforcemernt 1f intended to increase the hkelihood that the attitude or 
behaviour will recur 
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Reflection t1mo: This involves prov1d1ng a spt:ic1f1c time for students to think 
about their attitudes and behaviours Teachers/coaches can encourage tl'lrs by 
askrng students to keep diaries. iournals logs and/or rdentrfy the 
developmental level at which the students belreved they operated 1n a certain 
s1tuat1on 
Student sharing: This oc:urs when students are asked to express therr 
opinions about certain aspects of the programme The teacher/coach can 
emphasise the worth of their contribution by listening respectfully and thinking 
about what they have expressed 
The 1ntent1on of all these interaction strategies 1s to keep self-control, 
involvement, self-responsibility, and caring as a focus pornt for !ludents, so that 
these qualities eventually become viable attitude and behaviour choices 1n their 
lives, 1n and out of the gymnasium Self-responsibility encourages students to 
take charge of their own lives and realise that they have choices External forces 
do not manipulate them To be effective these 1nteracuon s!ra•egies must be 
applied progressively to rndrvrduals, small groups, and •he whole class as the 
situation dictates, rather than indiscriminately being applied to everyone (Hellrson, 
1985) 
Re earch on Strategies 
Although there have been studres completed on the influence of selected 
1nstruct1onal strategies on players' self-esteem, self-efficacy, etc , Gould, Hodge, 
Peterson and Giannini (1989) fe,t that when it came to strategies for enhancing 
efficacy, these investigations had not ·dA;1t1fred those strategies used most oft..m 
by teachers and coaches workrng in practical settings They conducted two 
studies with elite coachPs to 1dent1fy the strategies they used to enhance self· 
efficacy in athletes They a":sessed the frequency with whrch coaches used 
selected strategies to influence self.efficacy rn athletes, as well as the coaches' 
evaluation of the effectiveness of those strat~g1es In Study 1 intercollegiate 
wrestling coaches were involved and 1n Studv .' , ) ~ tional team coaches 
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representing 30 Olympic sports were the subjects The 13 strategies selected for 
evaluation were. 
• Improve skill performance through instruction 
• Act confident yourself 
• Encourage po!lltlve talk 
• Utilise hard physical conditioning drills 
• Verbally persuade 
• Liberal use of reward statements 
• Emphasise technique Improvement 
• Downplay outcome 
• Set specific goals 
• Identify similar others who have achieved 
• Emphasise that anxiety Is not fear but readiness 
• Emphasise lack of effort not lack of ability, as the cause of failure 
• Imagine success 
• Reduce anxiety by utlllslng relaxation training. 
The findings of the 1nvest1gation documented that elite coache:, used all 13 
.. trateg1es designed to enhance self-efficacy to at least some degree The 
coaches also rated the 13 techniques as at least moderately effective An 
examination of the rAsults of both studies snowed that the performance based 
techniques of instruction and ut1lls1ng hard physical cond1t1on1ng drills \"Ore two of 
the higil1;.:st rated strategies for developing self-aff1.;acy, while nor.·performance 
based techniques such <:1s ut1hs1ng peer model; , imagery, re-attributions of the 
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cause of failure and relaxation received somewhat lower ratings It must be noted 
that not all of the non-performance-based strategies received tow ratings 
Modeling confidence oneself, liberal use of reward statements and encouraging 
pos1t1ve self-talk received higher effectiveness ratings (Gould et al 1989) The 
earlier research of Feltz (1982) and Feltz, Landers and Reader (1979) supported 
the coaches' opinion that modeling can have a pos1t1ve influence on self-efficacy 
Paterson's Model 
Paterson (1997) derived a model of 10 instructional strategies to enhance 
self-esteem from an extensive study of the literature on self-esteem development 
in sport His model is cons1s1ant with many of the global objectives stated by 
Helhson (1985) and with the list of strategies identified by Gould et al. (1989) 
The advantage of the Paterson model was that it is spec1f1c in its identif1cat1on of a 
full range of teach1ng/coach1ng strategies and 1t accounts for the interaction 
among the strategies by suggesting that all 10 strategies be used together in a 
pattern that resf-1<.:nds to the needs of the players It does not rely on major 
changes 1n programme content 1n order to address the development of players' 
self-esteem. Thi~ made it a model that could be applied 1mmed1ately by individual 
coaches. This was one reason why it was selected for use in this study. 
Paterson (1997) tested his model during a 10-week school cricket season 
with boys ages 13-15 All strategies werA confirmed as productive methods to 
use when targeting the development of self-esteem. This 1s the second reason 
why this model was used to guide the intervention programme in this study It 
Ctffered the opportunity to assess whether strategies successful for boys in cricket 
were ats0 successful for girls 1n rhythmic ~port Paterson was careful to 
recommena that the self-esteem needs of the 1ndiv1dual~ for whom the programme 
is developed, serve to guide all decisions about how the model should be applied 
in a specific 1nstruct1onal setting The 1nstructional strategies defined in the model 
were as follows . 
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Strategy 1: Assume the role of significant other. 
Coaches must always keep 1n mind that they can have an impact on m()re 
that the phyc;1cal skill and success levels of their students By behaving 
as a mature, knowledgeable and trustworthy advisor, coaches can 
contribute to players' personal development by serving as a pos1t1ve role 
model 
Strategy 2: Individualise coaching by attending to the player and his/her 
personal ability, not the norm. 
lnd1v1dualising 1nstruct1on can only be achieved 1f coaches make the effon 
to get to know each of their students as ind1v1duals. With this knowledge, 
coaches can manipulate the content of sessions as well as modify their 
approach to each player in a way that 1s sens1t1v13 to each player's 
individual needs and interests 
Strategy 3: Provide optimal challenges for all players. 
This is achieved by working with players towards task orientated goals 
These goals are set at a level of d1ff1culty that the players can achieve 1f 
they apply themselves The level must not be too easy or the players will 
not improve The level must not be too difficult or the players will fail and 
experience frustration 
Strategy 4: View mistakes as a natural part of the learning and playing 
process. 
When players mcike mistakes and have difficulty meeting performance 
ObJectrves, coaches should give players feedback that encourages them 
to continue working. This will help create a process-oriented learning 
environment Corrective feedback should be given 1n ~uch a fashion that 
players are re-orientated cognitively to regard mistakes as guides that can 
help tnem achieve the next level of performance 
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Strategy 5: Promote mutual respect by exhibiting democratic leadership 
and using indirect coaching styles. 
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Coaches should find ways to include players 1n making dec1s1ons as well 
as using teaching styles such as problem-solving and guided d1scove, 1 
This will help create a climate of snared respons1b1l1ty for learning an~ 
performance 
Strategy 6: Take responsibility for the adherence of both coaches and 
players to a code of sportsmanship. 
Coaches can contribute to the social and moral development of players hy 
maintaining a code of sportsmansh1plbeha'i1our that promotes fairness 
and emphasises respect for all This can be done by enforcing a code of 
behaviour as well as modeling those behaviours 
Strategy 7: Help players realise that they are ultimately in control of their 
own progress and their own success. 
Coaches can promote an internal locus of control by rewarding effort and 
persistence, as well as attributing lack of success to an error is setting the 
task difficulty Players should also be encouraged to think abouVrely on 
their own feelings about their performance, rather than depend on the 
evaluations of others Feedback should not be given continuously in 
order to prevent players' becoming depenaent on coaches 
Strategy 8: Be supportive of player's attempts to master skills. 
Feedback in the form of praise should be spec1f1c and dire~ "n at the 
behaviour that is being reinforced Negative feedback s 'C•' .Id ">e 
supportive and not given in a Judgmental manner which t " ' .ds to increase 
anxiety Such responses will inspire the athletes to str11 c towards 
constantly improving their efforts 
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Strategy 9: Coach for the mastery of skills (task orientation) in preference 
to .:oaching for the outcome/results of the game. 
This involves the emphas,s on a mastery-motivated chmate in wh.ch 
players work on specific tasks to.ivard process-orientP~ goals Players are 
encouraged to focus on their own performance, redl • • the ten;J, ricy to 
always compare themselves to other players VVhrle th Jutcome of 
performance in terms of winning, losing, etc., rs impo:1ant, rt should not be 
presented as the ultimate measure of success. 
Strategy 10: Coach for player enjoyment and pleasure and for the 
reduction of anxiety and pressure. 
Focussing on the mastery aspect Of training increases player enjoyment. 
The socra: environment must be one Of positive coach-player an:i player-
player communication. Coaches must be sensitive to providing 
opportunities for players to experience joy, fun and pleasure in their sport 
performance. 
Strategies Recomme,1ded for Girls 
lirgg C"nd Feltz (1989) 1 ·.,iltified enhancement strategies that they 
recommendad specif1~li:t for rai-> ing V1e self-confidence Of girls. It can be noted 
that all of these strategies P.ri- incluaed >'ithin Paterson's (1997) model, which 1s 
the third reason why that moc er was selec..tlld to define the instructional l>trategies 
used in this study. 
• Use role models to send ttio measagd ttrnt sport is for everyone 
If a girl thinks an activity rs appr.Jpriate only for L oys, the chancas are 
reduced that she will develop solf-corrfidence ·~ t.'i. • activity. The message 
that sport is an activity for everyone sr.ould be made continuously to both 
girls and boys. Girls should be encou1 yf I to particioate in a wrde va~rety 
of sporting events and be recognised for t.1eH part1c1pation (lirgg & Feltz, 
1989). 
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Young girls should be made aware of outstanding female sport performers 
and be given the opportunity to observe them compete By observing 
skilful ~emale role r11odels the myth that sport is for boys and men can be 
dispelled M Jde/s are more PoWerful 1f /hey are S1m1/ar lo /he observer, e.g. 
same sex, ~ame age (L1rgg & Feltz. 1989) Observing s1m1lar others who 
are skillful gives girls the impression that success is achievable. 
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Increased exposure lo role mOdels could be supported by increasing the 
amount of media coverage g1v~n to girls' and women's sports, regularly 
taking young girls to sporting events where girls and women are compellnr, 
encouraging competent women to coach both male and female teams, and 
prov1d1ng more optrons/opponun1t1es to grrls and women so that they can 
participate more actively in sporting actrv1t1es Research has shown girls 
and women who believe that sport rs less approprrate for females than for 
males, tend to oe less confident 1n sport The ellm1nat1on of sex typing of 
sporting act1v1ties 1s thus of primary importance (L1rgg 1992) 
• Set challengfng but realistic goals 
Repeated failures when performing a task can lower self-confidence, 
especially 1f those failures occur early in the leamrng process and are not 
due to a lack of effort (Bandura, 1986) A prrncipal source of self-
confidence stems from one's own performancP. Creating s1tuat1ons in 
which girls can achieve succes,, is vital Grrls and women need to be 
taught skills that will ensure, or at l•ast increase !11e chances ror succes. (Urgg, 1992) 
• Avoid developh.p depondenct. on the coach 
Physically gu1d1ng an 1nd1v1dual throu?h a task can assisr in 1ncreaS1ng confid~nce, but the removal of !he gu1dC1nce must be well planned. It is 
important the:: performance success 1s attrrbuted to the 1nd1vidual's own 
abi11ty if self-confidence ; •r c 1elop. The performer's dependence on 
physical assistance shoe " •ilminated as soon as possible (lirgg & 
Feltz, 1989) 
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• Use a positive approach to feedback 
Effective communication 1s vital Pos1t1ve encouragement should be 
sincere as well as provide information. Encouraging girls to continue with 
their efforts without telling them how they can improve the skill will not 
promote competence On the other hand constant correction can create 
feelings of frustration A pos1t1ve approach is to provide encouragement 
and feedback initially to complement the performer, followed by an error 
correction, and concluded with encouragement. It is vital to reward effort 
aPd not only outcome (lirgg & Feltz, 1989) 
• Attribute success to ability 
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Positive, unambiguous feedback should be made available that encourages 
a girl to view her success as resulting from skill When possible, failure 
should be attributed tlJ lack of effort or bad luck, instead of lack of 
sk11f/ab11tty (lirgg, 1992) 
Performance expectations of the coach should not be too low. This often 
occ. Jrs in girls' sports If the co::ch does not belteve the g;rls are capable of 
accomplishing a specific task at a certain performance level, the girls will 
not accompltsh it. When success is achieved it must be attributed to the 
skill of the performer and not luck Only then will the girl s perception of 
ability increase (lirgg & Feltz, 1989) 
• Use competition wisely 
The emphasis on competition should be kept to a minimum when new skills 
are being learned Girls initially may be more confident when placed 1n 
non-competitive environments When the necessary skills and an 
appropriate confidence level are achieved, however, the compet1t1on 
element should be added so that experience in this area can also be 
attained <''laches and parents should m1nim1se the importance of winning 
and losing a, .d instead reward mastery attempts 1n competitive s1tuat1ons 
(lirgg & Feltz. 1989) 
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• Teach girls how to control anxiety 
High levels of anxiety are often found rn perfc,, Mers who are not confident 
in their execution of a spec1f1c skill Th!S level of anxiety contributes to a 
1~oor performance that can lead to lowered self-confidence Verbal 
encouragement by the coach may help girls interpret the anxiety they feel 
as a sign of being "ready :o perform· and not as a state of fear If this 
cognrt1ve strategy improves performance self-confidence can be 1ndrrectly 
increased (Lirgg & Feltz, 1989) 
Anxiety can also be lowered 1f coaches downplay the importance of a 
· .ontest and preparing the girls for what they can expect 1n vanous 
competitions Reassurance that effort 1s more important than winnrng or 
losing may atso help the grrls to relax. which can lead to improved 
performance and increased self-confidence (Lrrgg & Feltz, 1989) 
Lirgg (1992) concluded her review of girls' and women's self-confidence 
with the statement that socialrzation has an important effect on self-confidence, 
especially rn sport and physical act1v1t1es It is cntrcal that the coaches workrng 
with girls plan their actions 1n order to increase girls' self-confrdenca This 
includes working towards increased skill levels, especially for those grrls who 
have to conquer negative social influences that can undermine their confidence 
when performing ~Y ra1s1ng grrls' and women's self-confidence, coaches can 
help to empower them, and thus contnbute to their deve!opment as persons 
Rhythmic Sport as a Medium for Instruction 
Movement is an evocative language. The value of movement expenences 
1n the growth and development of children 1s generally undisputed While 
act1v1tres such as swimming, sports and gymnastics are undeniably valuable tn 
developing motor skills and control, few of them address children's needs to 
express themselves aesthetically (Hankin 1992) This has become the unrque 
contribution of rhythmic sport, 1nclud1ng rhythmic activities and dance 
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Dancing involves making movement significant in a'1d of itself The goal of 
dance education 1s to develop the personality by taking ir.to consideration the 
individual's needs and capacities (H' Doubler. 1979) Tnis gem!ral goal for dance 
supports the development of the whole person, combining the kinetic, cognitive. 
and affective factors (Kalliopuska, 1989). To dance is to discover a new world of 
sensory awareness through the kinesthetic sense that telis us what our bodies are 
doing Kinesthetic awareness 1s critical in the development of motor skills. 
Children need the opportunity to explore movement possibilities and pay attention 
to what mo\iement feels like when they do it 
Dance as an art has to do not only with the body but also with the spirit, 
another d1mens1on of the self. This does not mean that the dance 1s always an 
expression of emotion, but that it is more than iust exercise with kinesthetic 
awareness (Stinson 1988) Using movement as an expressive symbol system, 
P.ngages participants 1n a process of "meaning making,• which opens doors to 
new ways of seeing and knowing the world. 
Research on Dance 
In a study by Kalliopuska (1989) young male and female ballet dancers 
from the Finish National Opera. ages 9 to 17 years. had significantly more 
positive self-esteem and self-respect than the normal school students of the same 
age. In support of this result, Kallipuska explained that classical ballet promotes 
the development of empathy because empathy is expressed through emotions, 
kinesthetic expression and intellec~ual understanding. Empathy is an important 
tool for a ballet dance. . In projecting a role, a dancer has to try to convey to the 
audience what is essential and central to the role. To be able to express the 
direction that feels right requires strong self-esteem of the dancer. Dancers can 
only rely on themselves and their intuitive belief in being right Expressing 
empathy is possible only .Nith a healthy self-esteem. 
Some of the ballet students from the Opera had very low self-estf am 
scores. A very low self-esteem may reflect feelings of inferiority, self-blame or 
even self-hatred. These students would experience their training a$ very 
I 
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stressful. They were under severe pressure tc keep up the standard of their 
performance as compared with the performance levels of the other students If 
the talents of the young students are not compatible with the demands of the 
ballet, they may experience feelings of low self-esteem, and negative self-
apprec1ation (Kalliopuska, 1989) 
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There have been studies that have investigated the nature of dance as a 
medium of instruction. An association between dance performance and positive 
body cathexis has been confirmed (Dasch, 1978) Radell, Adame, Johnson and 
Cole (1993) found tha~ part1c1pat1on in dance was associated with a more positive 
self-evaluation of the fitness aspects of the body image. In creative dance the 
individual does not need to compare personal performance with another's, or 
some pre-determined standard. This absence of social comparison may 
encourage performers to develop pride in what their bodies are capable of doing 
rather than to confront their weaknesses and what they cannot do (Lewis & 
Scannell, 1995) 
Instructional Strategies and Dance 
The development of an understanding of movement as medium is an 
important aspect of dance education. However, when taught only as the 
replication of steps, as a closed system in which the ends c.re preset and the 
outcomes tightly controlled, we fail to promote the kind of inquiry, imaginative 
thinking, and discovery r.ecessary for ordering our experience and making sense 
od of our lived world (Hanstein, 1990). 
Few feel confident leading a dance experiences class if they originate from 
a non-dance background. It is vital that stereotypes be removed, such as the 
impressi.:>n that a dancer possesses a sylphlike body which moves with delicate 
grace. The human body is capable of a great variation in expressions that 
encompass small to expansive, earthbound as well as airborne, heavy as well as 
light movements. If teachers can help students experience a full range of 
movement and attaching value to these unique styles, they will help students to 
fulfill their potential as human beings (Hankin, 1992). 
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For children to become totally involved in an experience, they must feel like 
the experience belongs to them (Stinson, 1988). At the core of dancers 
vocabularies are some of the very same elements that contribute to our everyday 
movements. Imagery that is age appr')priat'3 provides rich fuel for these 
experiences. It feeds the imagination and helps children find a meaningful 
relationship to abstract movement activities (Hankin, 1992). Teachers can 
facilitate the connection between movement and students by building clanes 
around themes and ideas that have significance for them. Even more 1mport:tnt, 
the teacher must respond to the feelings and ideas as they are presented in class 
by the participants (Stir.son, 1988) 
Dance also includes a cognitive component that encompasses students 
learning movement concepts dealing with the body, space and time, energy, and 
the relationship betv.ieen them. This helps them see that they do riot s.1!ely e> ist 
in dancing but in all parts of their world. Throuoh the emphasis on sen~.,ry 
awareness and aesthetic experience in dance, it can help give depth, anQ 
understanding to a ,.erson of themselves and their world (Stinson, 1988). 
Rhythmic Sport In Education 
The purpose of rhythmic sport in education should be to provide all 
persons with an opportunity to develop an understanding and apprec13tion of 
dance as an art form, not only the gifted and talented and those who are 
interested in the dance profession It should include experiences that focus upon 
the developrr.ent of skills necessary to create meaningful dance forms as well a! 
those neces3ary to perceive and derive meaning from dance and rhythmic 
gymnastics movements. The choice of content and instructional strategies for 
classes should be guided by a desire to emphasise artistic process r1'ther than by 
product-mindedness (Hanstein, 1990) 
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Conclusion to Chapter Two 
Research has been conducted to study the i;omplex relat1onsh1p among 
self-esteem, self-confidence and perceived competence 1n achievement 
motivation Spec1f1c issues surrounding the development self-esteem and self-
confidence among girls and women need further irwestigat1on T echn1ques such 
as feedback and verbal persuasion, competition, gender-type of task, cognitive 
and emotive strategies, modeling, and past performance have been identified as 
playing a s1gn.ficant role in affecting s1Jlf-conf1dence in physical act1v1ty settings. 
Sociahsat1on factors also need to be investigated 1n greater depth and in various 
cultural contexts. 
Self-esteem 1s a major area of concern when dealing with the development 
of girls and women. It is g( .rally accepted that too many girls and women lack 
the self-confidence needed to pursue their potential It was the aim of this study 
to try to 1d'lntify possible instructional strategies that teachers and coaches could 
use to try to promote the development of self-esteem and self-confidence among 
girls, spec1f1cally in movement settings Paterson'::; (1997) model for instructional 
strategies was selected to guide coaching behaviour and the medium of rhythmic 
sport was selected as the spec1f1c movement context 
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Chapter Three 
Methodology 
This investigation explored the influence of oart1c1pat1on in a rhythmic sport 
programme on the self-esteem and self-confidence of adolescent girls 
Paterson's (H>97) model of 10 self-esteem enhancing coaching strategies were 
used to guide instruction These strategies were tested by Paterson (1997) 1n his 
study with adolescent cricket players. Included in this chapter is a description of 
the design of the study, the procedures followed, and how the data were 
analysed. 
Design 
The study followed an experirr.ental research design 1nvolv1ng pre-testing 
of both an experimental group and a control group, followed by an intervention 
programme for the experimental group, followed by post-testing of both groups 
using the same criteria (Borg & Gall 1989) The motivation for selecting this 
design was based on the Exercise and Self-esteem Model proposed by 
Sonstroem and Morgan (Sonstroem, 1989) This model described how the effects 
of physical activity could generalise to global self-esteem (see Figure 2) W1th1n 
this model, participation in an intervention programme may lead to pos1t1ve 
percAptions of physical self-efficacy and physical competence These pos1t1ve 
perceptions may then promote pos1t1ve self-esteem Physical acce~ tance was 
defined in this model as the personal regard or liking one has of oneself and may 
be independent of perceptions of competence. Because Paterson's (1997) 
coaching strategies include the encouragement of self-acceptance as well as the 
enhancement of perceptions of physical self-efficacy and physical competence, 
t'11s study will provide insight into the Sonstroem and Morgan model 
According to Sonestroem (1989) there has been sufficient research 
completed to discuss the model in terms of the competence and self-etflc1acy 
dimensions. However, 1t was his recommendation that discussion of the self-
acceptance d1mens1on of the model wait until more research has been completed 
on the construct This recommendation was compatible with the dec1s1on to use 
s.tbsct•'es from Harter's ( 1985) Self-perce,Jt1on Profile for Children as the 
measurement instruments 1n this study 
I 
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Figure 2 The Exercise and Self-esteem Model (Sonstroem, 1989, p 333) 
Measurement Instruments 
Two different measurement instruments were used to collect data The 
global self-esteem and athletic co npetence sub-scales from Harter's (1985) Self-
percept1on Profile for Children were used to measure pre- and post-1ntervent1on 
programme :;elf-esteem and sport confidence scores for the control and 
experimental groups This test has ga1nea acceptance among resean .. hers 1n 
studies involving sport part1c1pat1on and use of the scores from these two sub-
scales has been found satisfactory by sport researchers (lirgg, 1992) A second 
measurement instrument was used to assess the extJerimental group's perception 
of their coach's use of Paterson's (1997) 10 instructional strategies This test was 
designed by Paterson and used 1n his study with adolescent cricket players 
Self-perception Profile for Children 
Harter's (1985) Self-perception Profile for Children 1s an ob1ect1ve self-
report measure designed to tap children's 1u<1gement of their competence or 
adequacy across six different domains It is considered to be a mult1d1mens1onal 
assessment instrument for measuring self-esteem, because six separate aspects 
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of self-esteem are evaluated The six d1mens1ons consist of scholastic 
competence. social acceptance athletic competence, physical appearance, 
behavioural conduct and global self-wonh The items that correspond with each 
domain are regarded as a separate sub-scale 
There are six items per sub-scale on the inventory For each item there 1s 
a 4-point rating scale, completed 1n two steps The first step involves the child 
choosing between two opposing statements such as. "some kids are really good 
at playing sports· "other kids are not very good at playing sports", and dec1d1ng 
which of the two 1s most hke them The second step involves determining 1f the 
choice they made is "sort of true· or "really true· for them Depending on how the 
child responds to the items a value rating from 1 to 4 1s assigned to an item 
score, with 1 reflecting the lowest level of perceived competence 1n an area and 4 
reflecting the highest level 
Separate domain scores are calculated by det13rm1ning the mean ra . !'IQ for 
each sub-scale Mean scores from about 2 to 3 are considered average, scores 
above 3 are considered to reflect a strong level of perceived competence. and 
scores below 2 are perceived to reflect a low level of perceived competence 
(Hughes 1984. Wylie, 1989) For the purpose of this study, the inventory was 
mod1f1ed because only two sub-scales were ut1hsed global self-esteem and 
perceived athletic (movement) competence The measurement of perceived 
movement competence was used as an 1nd1cator of movement self-confidence 
This limitation was consistent with the model chosen to formulate the design of 
this study {Sonstroem, 1989) Harter's (1985) inventory was translated into 
Afrikaans, the home language of the girls who part1c1pated 1n this programme (see 
Appendix A) 
Perception of Coaching Strategies Inventory 
The Perception of Coaching Strategies Inventory was designed by 
Paterson (1997) to evaluate player's perceptions of their coaches' utilisation of 
the 10 self-esteem enhancing strategies The inventory consi!:ited of 14 
st1:1tements evaluated on a 4 point L1kert scale and two questions asking 
part1cpants to estimate the percentage of time their coach spent (a) giving 
feedback in the form of criticism, correction uf praise and (b) concentrating on 
the producVoutcome of performance or on the process of learning skills 
For the purpose of this stud/ the inventory was translated into Afrikaans 
and the phrasing pertaining to cricket altered to refer to rhythmical 
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gymnastics/dance terminology (set:? Appendix B) Paterson (1997) repcrted a 
correlation coe1f1c1ent for rehabilny between 76 and 99 for this inventory when 
used by adolescent boys 
Procedures 
The following section provides a description of the procedures that were 
followed 1n this study 
Subjects 
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The principal and physical education teacher from a high school in one of 
the so-called "coloured" townships in the Western Cape were approached by the 
investigator requesting the school's part1c1pat1on 1n this research project A full 
discussion took place which included ar. explanation of what the study entailed 
and what was hoped to be achieved by 1t They felt that the study could benefit 
their pup1is and thus arranged for the 1nvest1gator to meet with the standard 6 and 
7 female pupils of the school 
A presentation was made to the girls during their long break with a video 
presentation of rhythmical gymnastics and a s:"lort demonstration of the rhythmical 
gymnastics apparatus with which tnt:;· woulo be working (the ribbon) The girls 
were informed about the requirements of the research pro1ect in terms of 
part1c1pat1on and the rhythmic 1ntervent1on programme 1f they chose to part1c1pate 
The details of the pre- and post-Intervention assessments also were explained It 
was clearly stated that the programme was a voluntary extra mural act1v1ty and 
that at any stage a subject could withdraw from partic1pat1on 
Those girls who expressed an interest were given letters which contained 
details of the study and appropriate consent forms which they were to hand to 
their parents/guardians and return signed to the physical education teacher 
before the pre-testing was to take place (see Appendix C) 
Thu volunteer subjects (N= 28) were all between the ages of 13 and 16 
years After completeng the pre-test, they all attended an introductory class The 
subjects then could make an informed choice whether to cvnt1nue or d1scont1nue 
their partc1pat1on 1n the rhythmic sport programme The experimental group (n= 
13) was formed in this way The subjects who chose not to continue with the 
rhythmic sport programme 1nd1cated that they were w1ll1ng to serve as a control 
group (n= 15) and to complete the post-test at the end of the intervention period 
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Pre-testing 
All subjects (N= 28) completed Harter's (1997) Self-perception Profile for 
Children one week prior to the initiation of the intervention programme The 
investigator supervised the testing with the help of three external assistants .all of 
whom were familiar with the test The session was conducted at desks in one of 
the high school's classrooms. Any questions the girls had during the session 
were ans\Nered individually by the i1westigator or one of the supervisors. The 
completion of the inventory took the subjects on average 30 minutes, including 
the time needed to explain how to complete the inventory properly. 
Intervention Programme 
The intervention programme of rhythmic sport began immediately after pre-
testing for the experimental group. The programme took place over five and a 
half months, comprising two lessons each week. These lessons were presented 
in the school hall, which was shared regularly with other extra-mural activit ies. 
Some of the lessons had to be held out in the open due to school functions in the 
hall. The details of the intervention programme and how Paterson's (1997) 10 
coaching strategies \Nere used to implement instruction are presented in 
AppendixO 
Post-testing 
The subjects (N= 28) completed the post-test two weeks after the end of 
the intervention programme. The identical procedures follo\Ned for the pre-test 
were repeated for the post-test. Tho experimental group (n= 13) then completed 
an additional ;1Ssessment ;nstrument designed by Paterson (1997), which 
measured the subjects' perception of the degree to which the coach had applied 
the 1 O coaching strategies during the intervention programme. During the 
administration of this instrument, the investigator was not present. The external 
supervisors remained to answer any question individually, as well as to ccllect all 
responses as the subjects left the room. 
Data Analysis 
At Test was completed to determine the significance of changes in group 
m!!ans from pre- to the post-test performance on the global self-esteem and 
perceived athletic competence subscales of Harter's (1985) Self-perception 
Profile for Children. Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients were 
calculated to determine the relationship between post-test global self-esteem 
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scores and the subjects' perception of the coach's use of eight of Paterson's 
(199i , strategies Simple percentages were calculated for the other two coaching 
strategies to determine the subiects' perception about the coach's d1stribut1on of 
feedback and time during the lessons 
Summary 
In order to determine whether p~rtic1pat1on 1n rhythmic sport could have a 
pos1t1ve effect on girls' self-esteem and self-confidence, Paterson's (1997) 10 
instructional strategies were used to implement a five and a half month 
prog•amme to high school girls from a disadvantaged community in South Africa. 
Data was gathered from control and experimental groups to provide information 
about the girls pre- and post-intervention programme global self-esteem and 
perceived movement competence. Members of the experimental group also 
reported their post-intervention perception of their coach's use of Paterson's 10 
strategies. 
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Results and Discussion 
The data gathered to er v 11 • four research questions that guided this 
study are presented in the following :sections in table format. Each table 1s 
accompanied by an interpretation of the results based on the investigator's 
knowledge ot the topic as well as her expenences with the girts dunng their 
part1cipat1on 
Research Question One 
58 
Research question one was designed to determine whether or not 
part1cipat1on 1n the rhythmic sport programme could affect the global self-esteem 
of adolescent girls The research literature on the potential of part1cipat1on in 
physical actMty programmes to influence global self-esteem 1s equivocal, although 
t' <:\onstroem and Morgan Model (Sonstroem, 1989) predicted that there can be 
a11 affect. The question was formulated as follows 
1. Will participation 1n a rhythmic sport programme taught using 
Paterson's (1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing !nstructional strategies 
have a positive affect on the self-esteem of adolescent girls? 
The answer to this question 1s cautious •yes,• a positive but not statistically 
s1gnific;mt affect was achieved (see Table 1) No s111ntficant differences were 
found for either the experimental group or the control group between their pre- and 
post-test scores on the global self-esteem sub-scale. However, 1! is important to 
note that the girls 1n the control group showed almost no change (a slight drop of -
.32), while the girls m the experimental group show&d a mean difference 
improvement of 63 (more than a half-point on a 4-pomt scale). 
There are a number of factors that could have contributed to the positive, 
though not statistically s1gnrf1cant, affect of part1e1pat1on in the rhythmic sport 
programme on the girls' global self-esteem. These factors include 
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Table 1 
A Companson between the Pre- and Post-test Scores of Global Self-esteem 
Pre- Post- 1 Mean 
Group n test SD test SD Differ- t p 
mean mean ence I I 
I 
Experimental 13 2 27 99 2 90 88 .63 .79 44 
. 
Control 15 2 59 1 10 2.36 .94 -23 -.40 .70 
I 
P <- 05 
• The post-test was administered to both the control and experimental groups 
close to the time of year-end academic exams It could be that the girls 
were feeling generally anxious This could have produced a slight decline in 
the scores of the girls in the control group and have dampened th9 positive 
improvement reported by the girls 111 the experimental group. 
• The improvement 1n the mean score for the global self-esteem for the 
experimental group could be a valid reflection of the girls' experience. It 
could be attributed to the sucessful implementation of Strategy 2 
(individualisation) throughout the programme (reported as part of Research 
Question Four) The utilisation of this strategy involved the d1scuss1on 
dunng class time concerning personal and academic problel'l"s, exploring 
practical solutions for these. and acknowledgement of ind1v1d\Jal needs and 
interests. The girls in the experimental group not only had been trec:ited with 
respect, but also may have learned coping techniques for ~•olv1ng problems, 
such as handling stressful upcoming events, e g. exams 
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Research questton two was designed to determine whether or not 
participation 1n the rhythmic sport programme could affect the perceived 
movement competence of adolescent girls Within the context of this study, 
perceived movement competence were equated with self-confidence and self-
efficacy The research literature supports the potential of part1c1pat1on in physical 
act1v1ty programmes to influence self-confidence (L1rgg, 1992) The question was 
formulated as follows. 
2 Will participation in a rhythmic sport programme taught using 
Paterson's (1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing instructional strategies 
have a pos1t1ve affect on the perceived movement competence of 
adolescent girls? 
The answer to this question 1s "yes,· a pos1t1ve but not sta1tst1cally significant 
affect was achieved (see Table 2) Although the changes found for the 
expenmental and the control groups on the perceived movement competence sub-
scare were not sign1fic...nt. participation in the rhythmic sport programme may still 
be regarded as a positive means for enhancing perceived mC1vement competence 
The expenmental group repartee a mean drfference improvement of .90 while the 
control group reported a slight drop of - 10 between the pre- and past-test There 
1s an improvement of almost 1 paint on a 4-point scale, which can be regarded as 
a very pas1t1ve improvement 
Table 2 
A Comparison between the Pre and Post-test Scores of PerceJVed Movement 
Competence. 
Pre- 1 Post- f Mean / Group N test SD test so Differ- t p mean mean 
ence / 
Experimental 13 1 95 85 285 72 90 I 87 40 Control 15 / 240 1 07 230 98 
- 10 
- 15 raa-I p < 05 
60 
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There are a number of factors that could have contributed to the positive. 
though not statistically significant, affect of participation in the rhythmic sport 
programme on the girls' perceived movement competence . These factors include: 
• The girls in the experimental group were the focus of attention from parents, 
teachers, and peers at an evening performance when they received a 
certificate for participation in the rhythmic sports programme. The girls also 
received awards for sporting excellence from their school at the annual 
school sports assembly, presented in front of their peers and significant 
others. Because none of the subjects in either the experimental group or 
the control group had ever excelled in any other sporting activities, the 
public acknowledgement of the experimental group's achievement in the 
phy•!cal realm could have contributed to their improvement from a pre-mean 
score of 1.95 to a post- mean score of 2.85, on the perceived r.iovement 
competenc6 sub-scale, compared to the control group whose scores 
remained fairly consistent with a pre-mean score of 2.40 and a post-mean 
score :Jf 2.30. It could be expected that the control group would experience 
no change in their perceived movement competence since they participated 
in no fitnesi or sport skill developm,,nt vogramme during the duration of 
this investigation. 
• It 1s interesting to note that the experimental group had a lower pre-test 
mean score (1 .95) compared to the conuol group's mean score (2 40) It is 
polis1ble that one of the reasons for the girls in the experimental group to 
participate 1n the programme was because they sensed a lack of physical 
self-confidence and saw the programme as a chance t\> improve. For the 
experimental group, then, the improverient could be attributed to a kind of 
!Jer~onal goal achievement rather than anything special about the 
programme itself. For example, a desire to improve their fitness levels was 
a reason for participation that many of the girts mentioned when they initially 
began the programme. 
• Strategies 2 (1nd1v1duahsabon) and 3 (optimal challenge) were emphasised 
in the presentation of the programme and sucessfully utilised according to 
the perception of the part1c1pants (see Research Question Four) . lhe 
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research indicates tnat these two strategies are effective 1n promoting skill in 
performance which 1n t1.;rn should have a positive influence on perceived 
movement competence 
Research Question Three 
Re!:earch question three was designed to determine Hie perceptions of the 
partietpants 1n the rhytl1m1c sport programme about their coach's u&e of Paterson's 
( 1997) instructional strategies This assessment was essential m order to 
determine if it was possible to use all 1 O of the strategies to implement a 
programme 1n rhythmic sport The question was formulate 1 as follows 
3 What w11! be the part1etpants' perception of their coach's use of Paterson's 
( 1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing instructional strategies during the 
implementation of a rhythmic sport programme? 
The answer to this question 1s that the participants perceived their coach to 
hav~ used all 10 strategies successfully 1n the 1mplementat1on of the rhythmic 
sport programme (see 1 able 3) 
Table 3 
The Expenmental Group's P~rcept1on of their Coach's Use of the 10 Self-esteem 
EnhanCJng lnstruct10.1al Strategies 
Strategies 
1. S1gn1f1cant other 
2 Individualise 
3 Optimal challenge 
4 Accept error 
5 Indirect styles 
6 Enforce codes r-~ 
7 Internal control --~ 
10 En1oymentlpleasure I 
Mean 
3 46 
315 
so 
52 
.3A 
~~~~~~+--~~--~~~~- -
3 38 51 
362 51 
3 58 50 
3 38 51 
-
346 51 
3 60 52 
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The eight strategies listed in Table 3 were all evaluated on a 4-pornt scale. 
Because all m'3ar. sco~es were 3.15 and above, it c.an be concluded that the girls 
in the rhythmic sport programme perceived their coach to have used all 10 
strategies someNhere between the "sort of tr~e· and "very true• points on the 
scale. To summarise these results, the investigator decided to regared a mean 
score from 3.0 to 3.30 a!. an indicator thot a strategy was used "frequently;• a 
mean score from 3.31 to 3.59 as rin indicator that a strategy was used 
"consistently"; and a mean score from 3 60 to 4 .00 as an indicator that a strategy 
was used "almost all the time • The following summary of the perceived use Of the 
teaching strategies was made based on these three categories: 
• Strateglea used "almoat all the time" 
The participants perceived therr coach to have used Strategy 4 Accepting 
~rr~r• as part of learning (3.62) "almost ell t~~ tm e.". This could be 
a:'.r.hl!teu to the fact that mastery of skilis in an 1ndi11idualrse:i progressive 
manner wa,, <:>cused on throughout the program;ne. 
Strategy 10 Coaching for partic!par. ,. enjoyment and ,'lleaaure (3.60), 
was also perceived to have been used "almost all the trme • This could be 
attributed to the coach creating a climate where particiJ:ic:nts did not have to 
rate themselves accord1•1Q to the pertormances of others . They all began on 
an equal footing with •he programme rn terms of their skill level (beginners) 
and the coach empha~1o;;eo that they drd not have to prove their worth to 
anyone bu~ rhemseh;es. 
• Strategies used "cor1aistentty" 
Although the participants drd not identify these etrateg1es •ts berng used 
"almost all the time,· they di~ give thorn high ratings rn terms of regular 
application. Specific commenti regar:1rng the :mprementation or these 
strategies are presented rn the section dealing with research question four. 
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Strategy 1 Accepting the responsibiities of a significant other (3.46) 
Strategy 3 Setting optimal challenges (3.38) 
Strategy 5 Using indirect styles (3 58) 
Strategy e Enforcing a behavioural code (3 38) 
• Strategies used "frequently" 
This strategy received the lowest frequency rating, although the mean score 
indicated that it was used "frequently". Participants reported that Strategy 2 
lndivtduallsing Instruction (3 .15) was frequently utilised by the co.ach. 
Although a high rating, this somewhat lower frequency perception when 
compared to the other strategies could be attributed to the fact that dance 
experiences are structured in such a manner that participants all execute 
many of the same steps at the same time. Many of the participants in the 
programme were very insecure initially and demanded individual attentio.1, 
which !ook some attention away from other participants who may have felt 
somewhat slighted. 
Strategies 8 and 9, which were calculated as the partic1pant'it perception of 
percentage of time distribution during lessons, were also sucessfully utilised (see 
Tables 4 and 5). Details about these two strategies is provided in the discussion 
of Hypothesis Four. It can be noted in Table 4 that the participants perceiiled the 
coach to spend the largest portion of instructional time giving information about 
how to improve performance (38.85%). The second largest portion of time was for 
praise (34.23%), while the smallest pQrtion was spent in criticism (26 92%). It can 
be noted in Table 5 that participants perceived their coach to put the emphasis on 
learning 63 08% of the time and the emphasis on results or outcom3 of 
performance 36 92% of the time. 
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Table 4 
The Expenmental Group's Perception of their Coach 's Use of Feedback m the 
Form of Cnt1c1sm. Improvement and Praise 
Percentage of time Percentage of time Percentage of time 
spent giving Cntiasm spent giving information spent giving pnase 
about how to improve 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean so 
.-
2692% 4.35% 38.85% 8.93% 34 23% 862% 
Table 5 
65 
The Ex pen mental Groups' Perception of their Coach 's Emphasis on Outcome or 
Results of Perfomrance and Emphasis on Learning 
Emphasis on results Emphasis on learning 
Mean SD Mean so 
3692% 1548% 63.08% 1548% 
Research Question Four 
Research question four was designed to determine which coaching 
strategies were successful 1n contributing to the development of self-esteem 
and/or self-confidence The question was formulated as follows 
4 What are the correlations between the part1apants' perceptions 
about their coach's use of Paterson's (1997) 1nstruchonal strategies 
and their self-esteem and perceived movement competence 
following part1c1pat1on 1n a rhythmic sport programme? 
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A Pearson Product Momei1t correlation coefficient was calculated between 
part1apants' perception of their coach's use of strategies and their post-test self-
esteem and perceived competence scores (see Table 6) For the purpose of 
interpretation, r values .49 and lower were considered indicators of no correlation, 
50 to 69 were considered indicators of a low correlation, 70 to .84 were 
considered indicators of a moderate correlation and 85 and above were 
considered 1nd1cators of a good correlation (Vincent, 1995). 
There was not generally good correlations found between perceived us, ' 
five of the 8 coaching strategies and participants' post-test self-estaem and 
perceived competence (coefficients could not be calculated for Strategies 8 ar. 
9) The exceptions were Strategy 2 Individualise Instruction (r= 69 with global 
self-esteem and r=.88 with perceived compt.tence) and Strategy 3 Settlny 
optimal chttlleges (r= 70 with perceived competence) A separate discussion of 
each strategy will be presented 1n order to gain 1ns1ght into the potential of each 
strategy to enhance self-esteem and/or self-confidence through the medium of 
rhythmic sport activities 
------------ -
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Table 6 
The Correlations between the Expenmental Groups' Perception of their Coach 's 
Use of the Instructional Strategies and their Post-test Global Self-esteem and 
Perceived Competence 
67 
Stratagies Global Perceived Competence 
1 Significant other 25 .39 
2. lnd1v1duahse 69 66 
3 Optimal challenges .12 .70 
-
4. Accept error 16 .27 
5. Indirect styles .16 .10 
6. Enforce codes - 22 .10 
7. Internal control 16 .40 
6. Support1veness 
9 Process orientation 
10 EnJoymenVpleasure 
- 01 30 
Strategy 1: Assume the Role of Significant Other 
No correlation was found between the coach as significant other and either 
the girls' global self-esteem (r = 25) or their perceived movement competence (r = 
.39) A factor confounding the interpretation of this result 1s that the coach was 
from a different ethnic background and age group than the part1c1pants The 
participants were all adolescent girls 1n a potentially d1ff1cult developmental phase 
where they are undergoing 1dent1ty development This may contribute to a need 
for them to distance themselves from those who previously played a gu1d1ng role 
1n their lives, e.g adults such as their coach They may have been at a stage 
where they would rather seek advice on personal matters from peers than a figure 
representing authority Another possible factor was that the coach 1n this study 
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was an adult from another ethnic group and so may not have been seen by them as a model 
Strategy 2: lndlvidualise coaching by attending to the participant 
and her personal ability, not the norm 
A low correlation was found between the individualisation Of instruction by 
the coach and the girls' global self-esteem (r = 69) and a gcod correlation with 
perceived competence (r = 88) Thrs could be attributed to the fact that 
rhythmical sports/dance 1s a medium that lends itself easily to individualised 
instruction, espeaally during early training years The participants 1n the 
programme craved 1nd1v1dua/ised attention 1n the initial s/ages of the programme 
and WOUid not work to their full Potential if the feedback was not directed 
personally at their performance They would not apply corrections to themselves 
/hat were given to others The coach respanded by g1v1ng as much individualised 
attention as Possible Clearly, 1ndividualisaahon of coaching 1s a strategy with 
substanha/ poten11a1 for innuencing P<1rt1cpants' self-esteem and self-confidence 
Strategy 3: Provide optima! challenges for all participants 
No correlation was found between providing optima/ challenges and the 
girls' global self-esteem (r = 12) and a moderate corre1a11on was found with 
perceived competence (r = 70J The programme 1n1hally focused on gaining 
phys1ca1 mastery, a d1mens1on of perceived competence, because the medium of 
rhythmic •Port was such a novel experience for the girls The programme was 
structured in such a manner Iha/ the level of difficul/y of the slaps were regularly 
increased, but the part1c1pants COUid always move back to the previous leve/ 1f 
they were not able to rr.aster the new challenge Perhaps 1f the programme could 
have been run for & longer period, the positive impact of girls' perceived 
competence COUid a/so have made a pos111ve conlnbut1on lo their seff-esteem 
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Strategy 4: View mistakes as a natural part of the learning and 
playing process 
69 
No correlation was found between accepting errors and either the girls' 
gl<..IJal self-esteem (r = 16) or their perceived movement competence (r = 27) 
The correction of errors could not really be focused on dunng the 1rnt1al stages of 
the programme because the part1c1pants' posessed no movement vocabulary 1n 
the medium of 1nstruct1on. rh1hm1cal sport/dance The acquis1t1on of new stepc; 
focused on step-for-step progressions 1n which little room for error could be 
allowed This freGuent repet1t1on of precise movements may have given the girls 
the feeling that mistakes were not acceptable Precision and highly stylised 
movements are an integral part of rhythmic sport It 1s possible to deliver 
corrective feedback in a pos1t1ve way, of course but part1apants 1n rhythmic sport 
and dance r 1ust accept early 1n their learning that repet1t1on for the elimination of 
errors will be a part of the learning process 
Strategy 5: Promote mutual respect by exhibiting democratic 
leadership and using indirect coaching styles 
No correlation was found between an indirect coaching style and either the 
girls' global self-esteem (r = 16) or their perceived movement competence (r = 
. 10} Although dance and rhythmic act1v1t1es are often considered highly creative 
movement forms, the content does not lend itself to an indirect teaching stvle in 
the early stages of learning An 1nd1rect style can be utilised at a later stage in a 
dance-onented programme, once a broad movement vocabulary has been firmly 
established Dance classes are also structured 1n a manner that all the 
participants perform the same movements as one throughout the entire class 
which limits use of indirect styles It 1s difficult to use democratic leadership within 
the dance settings since participants do not assume a variety of roles and 
responsib1ht1es for ead1 other, as they would 1n a team sport, for example 
Attempting tc create a climate of mutual res~t is pcss1ble 1n any 1nstruct1noal 
med1urn. however, and 1t 1s po~s1ble that as g•rls progress from the novice to the 
1ntermeo1at, evel, rr.orc opport n1hes for choices and aiscovery would be 
ava1l::1bte 
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Strategy 6: Take responsibility for the adherance of both coaches 
and participants to a code of sportsmanship 
No correlation was found between the the enforcement of sportsmanship 
codes and either the girls' global self-esteem (r = -22) or their perceived 
movement competence (r = 10) The enforcement of a code of sportsmanship or 
a code of behaviour has not been a trad1t1onal emphasis in rhythmic sport The 
in1t1al 1nstruct1onal emphasis 1n the rhythmical sport/dance programme was very 
ind1v1duallsed Aspects such as cooperation communication, consideratiM and 
sharing which are issues related to teumwork, were discussed regularly durrng 
the course of the lesson, however, they could only be physically tackled at the end 
of the programme via the group performance of a modem dance at a school 
assembly If the programme could have run longer and more time could have 
been spent working 1n c: group context , there mrght have been more opportunities 
to focus on behavioural codes 
ls~uP,s such as trmlmess, neatness 1n appearance. respect 1n tone of voice 
and a pos1t1ve work ethic were all discussed with the girls at the beginning of the 
programme The girts themselves helped formulate expectations The coach tried 
to model this behaviours at all times 
Strategy 7: Help participants realise that they are ultimately In 
control of their own progress and success 
No correlation was found between 1ntemal control and either the girls' 
global self-esteem (r = 16) or their perceived movement competence (r = 40) 
Feedback had to be given to girls 1n a fairly conlln1ous fashion because they were 
all complete beginners Feedback from the coach was needed with every 
progressive step 1n the programme because the girls possessed no movement 
vocabulary for rhythmic sport Contrnous feedback could only safely be withdrawn 
toward the end of the programme when the girls had mastered the steps and the 
routines were being rehearsed for the final presentation W1thdraw1ng feedback to 
put the girts 1n more control of their own reaming was a d1ff1cult strategy to follow 
The girts craved attention and seemed to feel that 1f 1nd1v1dual attention was not 
being given that they had done something wrong or were being ignored The 
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-coach had to continuously remind the part1c1pants to apply previous corrections 
given to them and utilise corrections given to other members of the class Thus 
the factors affecting the successful 1mplementat1011 of Strategy 7 can be seen as 
closely corresponding to issues affecting the implementation of Strategy 2 
( 1nd1v1duahs1ng instruction) 
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Strategy 8: Be supportive of performers' attempts to master skills 
Although a correlation coefficient could not be calculated for Strategy 8, the 
percentages reportad 1n Table 4 1nd1cated that a greater emphasis was placed on 
improvement feedback (38 85% of the time) and praise (34.23% nf the time) 
compared to emphasis being placed on cnticism (26 92% of the time) Such 
improvement and praise feedback meant that the participants did not feel Judged 
or threatened by the responses given by the coach. Hopefully this would create a 
cltmate when they felt they could stnve towards improving their performance, and 
where effort was appreciated 
Strategy 9: Coach for the mastery of skills (task orientation) in 
preference to coaching for the outcome/results of the 
performance 
Although a correlation coeffiaent co1 •Id not be calculated for Strategy 9. the 
percentages reported in Table 5 1nd1cated that there was a greater 1nstruct1onal 
emphasis on learning skills (63 08% of the time) compared to an emphasis on 
results (36 92% of the lime) The emphasis placed on learning s1<1lls 1s inherent to 
rhythmic sport and dance programmes, especially 1n their in1t1al stages This ca11 
be attributed to the fact that the movements needed to be masterea are vast, and 
that the programme itself focused on the acquisition of dance-oriented skills and 
not on any compet1llcn Such an environn1imt helps participants focus on their 
own performance and reduces the stress which 1s associated with comparing 
oneself to other performers Result!i do no; have to be r3garded as the outcome 
of a performance such as winning or losing, but as the perfed1on of step 
execution 
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-Of course, the mastery uf the execution of selected steps means that the 
next level of difficulty can be tackled. This implies that an emphasis placed on 
results can not be sperated 1n total from the learning of new sk1!1;: A step has to 
be mastered before programme progrer ~ion can be undertaken This 1s itself a 
focus on results It should also be remebered that the girls 1n this programme did 
give two formal "performances one for their parents and fnends and one at a 
school assembly. Both of these performances required careful rehearsal, which 
introduced a concern for results into the programme Hopefufl, the girls found the 
focus a healthy one 
Strategy 10: Coach for participant enjoyment and pleasure and 
for the reduction of anxiety and pressure 
No correlation was found between the en1oymenUpfeasure aspect of the 
programme and either the girls global self~steem (r = - 01) or their perceived 
movement competence (r = 30) The participants would not really have 
expenenced any extreme pressure o. • ,; the programme because the content 
was novel for them and they did not have any pre-set standards to which they 
could compare themselves Their performance 1n front of a aOWd of spectators at 
the end of the programme look place 1n front of people they knew The 
env1ronm~nt in which they performed was the one rn wh1cn they had rehearsed 
ar.d their performance was not Judged (no mark allocation took place) For a 
beginner, dance movements can be cons1cJered as an awkward medium especially 
1f participation 1s started al a later s:age 1n lrfe as with the oart1cipants (ages 13·16 
years) 1n this study The true en1oyment of the movement and feelings of ease ot 
performance would only have been felt towards the end of tile orogramme 
72 
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Charter Five 
Conclusions and Recomm~ndations 
The interest 1n South Africa 1n increasing sponing nart1cipr.t:on c.ml sport 
development means that the1 e will be many opportunities to introduce sport skills to 
1nd1V1'juals who have never had the ooportunity to be 1nvolveu It these newcomers 
are to benefit from sustained part1e1pat1on, then strateg1as fo1 coach!ng will have to be 
applied that focus on the development of tneir sc:! 0 steem &ri\t self-confidence in 
add1t1on to their skills Self-confidence or perceived competence has been 1dent1f1ed 
as a critical fenture 1n development of persistence and promotes the choices to 
part1ci~ate 1n various act1v1t1es (Bandurc.. 1977) It has been documented that 
although girls and women possess the prerequ1s1te abilities and skills to be successful 
1n ach1evemrmt situations too often they lack self-confidence 1n their achievement 
abilities (Corbin et al 1981) This means that they may shy away from new 
opportunit1e~ to participate 1n physical activity and to experience the kind of p.:irsonai 
success that c.ould have a pos1t1ve influence their self-esteem (Young, 1985) 
Research 1n sport has exam:ned how exercise can potentially improve self-
esteem (Sonstroem & Morgan, 1989) However, ther~ has not been a suff.c1ent 
exploration of how girls and womens' self-confidence 1s affected by physical act1v1ty 
(Lirgg, 1992) and llow coaches can structure their classes to encourage female 
participation and show them that they are capable of success so that their self-
con':dence develops which will contribute to a pos1t1ve self-esteem (Feltz & L1rgg 
1989) Research on dance found that young ballet dancers had significantly more 
positive self-esteem scores compared to normal school student:; (Kalliopuska, 1989) 
Studies which 1nvest1gated the nature of dance as an 1r.struct1on medium found that 
participation in dance wt1s associated with r:i more p0s1t1ve self ~valuation of the 
fitness aspects of body image (Cole, 1993), and that creative dance assisted pupils 
not to compare their personal performance with ;:mother's or with pre-determined 
stardards (Scannell, 1995) 
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For this study a rhythmical sport programme was des1gneu o;• 'he author to try 
to combine the potential of dance with that of sport Paterson's (1997) 10 self-esteem 
enhancing instructional strategies were selected to implement the programme 1n 
order to determine 1f a pos1t1ve influence on the self-esteem and self-confidence 
(perceived competence) of adolescent girls could be achieved In addidtion to 
gaining insight into the effectiveness of these coaching strategies, this study also 
promoted the exploration of rhythmical movement act v1ties and modern dance as a 
sport.ng medium for approaching educational objectives with adolescent girls 
Harter's (1985) Self-perception Profile for Children was used to measure the 
global self-esteem and perceived movement competence of a control group (n= 15) 
and an experimental group (n= 13) of girls ages 13 16 from the same high school in a 
disadvantaged community 1n South Africa An 1ntervent1on programme, consisting of 
a five and one-half month rhythmic sport programme was conducted twice a week for 
members of tht:i experimental group Paterson's (1997) 10 1nstruct1onal strategies 
were used to guide the coaching methods used to deliver this 1ntervent1on 
programme Following completion of the intervention. lhe control and experimental 
groups completed a post-test of their global self-esteem and perceived movement 
competence The experimental gruup add1t1onally completed an assessment 
instrument designed by Paterson (1997) which measured their perception of the 
degree to which the coach nad utilised 110 self-esteem enhanc;,19 1nstruct1onal 
strategies 
The data were processed with at Test to determine changes 1n the control and 
expenmenta' group's pre- to post-test measurements on the global self-esteem and 
perceived movement competence Correlation coefficients were calculated to 
determine 1f a relationship existed between the experimental group's post-test global 
self-esteem scores, post-test perceived competence, and their perception of the 
coacti's use of Paterson's (1997) strategies 
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Conclusions 
It can be concluded from the data analysis that the five and one-half month 
rhythmic sport programme using Paterson's (1997) 10 self-esteem enhancing 
1nstructtonal strategies, did have a positive affect on the global self-esteem (mean 
difference improvement of 63) of the experimental group Positive results (mean 
difference 1mpro' ement of .90) was also recorded for the perceived movement 
competence of the part1c1patrng adolescent grrls Although neither cf these 
improvements were stat1st1cally significant, the small group number plus the problems 
of using c;nly a 4-point scale for d1sc1m1nat1ng self-perceptions must be taken into 
account 
Pertaining to the perceived movement competence scores, the aata 1nd1cated 
that the expenmental group had a considerably lower pre-test mean score (1 95) 
compared to the control group's mAan score (2 40) Therefore the members of the 
experimental group may have consciously elected to part1c1pate 1n the programme 
because they sensed lherr lack of physical self-confidence Perhaps after having 
expenenced a demonstration class of what they coul«1 expect, they believed that the 
programme would offer them a chance to improve their feelings about themselves 
The fact that members of the experimental group were volunteers who chose to 
participate 1n the programme ccnnot be discounted 1n rnterpretrng the data The 
freedom to ma~e choices may be viewed as a krnd of empowerment, especially 
during the period of adolescence The adolescent phas j 1nvolv ;i. ,, •• •ming ones 
independence as an ind1v1dual 1n society and therefore the vv.ur 1;1 r.=11 : .µa11on 1n a 
movement 1ntervent1on programme ma~ nave itself promoted 1ncrea.:.ed self esteem 
and/or perceived competence 
The Coaching Strategies 
All 10 of Paterson's (1997) self-esteem enhancing instructronal strategies were 
perceived by the part1c1pants 1n this study to have been used by the coach The 
results of the data showed that 1n general the correlations between the part1c1pants 
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perception about their coaches use of five of Paterson's (1997) 1nstruct1onal 
strategies and their self-esteem and re1ce1ved competence post-test scores was 
satisfactory The correiat1on coefficients could not be calculated for Strategies 8 and 
9 Strategy 2, lnd1v1duallsed instruction (r- 69 with global self-esteem and r- 88 with 
perceived competence) and Strategy 3, Setting optimal challenges (r- 70 with 
perceived competence) appeared to be the most effective strategies. 
• Strategy 2, Individualising instruction can be regarded as a strategy which 
1s inherent to dance an1 rhythmical gymnastic instruction Due to the 
learning and mastery of new dance steps rPnwnng ample repet1t1on, the 
coach has considerable time to correct 1nd1v1dualc; dunng class while the 
other pupils are all kept busy pract1s1ng the same steps. The advancement 
of stP.ps in dance to tile next level of difficulty, usually 1s only undertaken 
once the individual has mastered the correct form of step execution 
• Strategy 3, Providing optimal challenges, can be closely lrnked to Strategy 
2 lnd1v1dualisat1on of 1nstruct1on The programme was structured in c;uch a 
manner that 1t the 1nd1vidual felt they were not coping with the new level of 
step difficulty, they could easily move back to the level previously having 
been worked on Dance 1n its early stages focuses very much exclusively on 
mastery of the physical requirements of step execution Therefore the 
programme would have had a greater affect, as 1t did, on the perceived 
competence d1mens1on An increase 1n the length of the programme may 
have led to the pos1t1ve impact spilling over and afect1ng the girls global self-
esteem component 
Strategy 6, Enforcing sportsmanship codes wc:s an especially d1ff1cult 
strategy to include 1n the programme Rhythmical gymnastics does not possess the 
comprehsenisve behavoural code as do many team sports, such as cricket and 
hockey Once rhythmic gymnasts are more advanced, they work 1n groups and 
partake 1n compet1t1ons This would make 1t possible to allow aspects such as 
shanng and respect to come into play naturally With beginners, the coach may have 
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to make a special effort to include sportsmanship issues During the early years of 
lance training the approach to learning 1s very 1nd1v•duallstic and focuses mainly on 
the physical mastery c0mpo11ent of movement W1th1n the context of this study, the 
coach had to bnng other aspects into d1scuss1on such as timeliness, neatness 1n 
appearance and respect for others as a code the girls would abide by dunng class 
time and try to tr::insfer to their other dealings with hfe issues fhe girls 1rnt1ally 
struggled with the issue of personal accountab1l1ty This could be observed when they 
rr.1ssed classes and did not excuse themselves 1n advance or afterwards This in turn 
disrupted dasses, for those that had been absent had to be taught what they had 
missed which meant that the other pupils did not progress as rapidly as they could 
have and became frustr~ted rehearsing old work Only once the · Excuse Box·, into 
which they had to place their personal handwritten reasons for non-attendance, was 
formec did they begin to take on a measure of personal respons1b1llty and catct", up on 
the: work they had missed by asking the assistance of one of their class mates 
Peer modeling may have bf:en an approach to presenting someone 1n the role of 
s1gnifi1;ant other to the group Tr.~ , c:c;istance of a skilful high school gin as student 
leador to assist with the instruction r,1 ./"19 modern dance routine had a very positive 
effect on the participants The girls were ;;it.le tr s1m1lar 1n age group 
model and consciously began emulc.ttr.11 t:1e pre ~ 
their work, which the peer model r, e~t· ·t~d to then, approacn and dedication to 
Rhythmic Sport as Content 
In terms of the potentta1 of the rhythmic sport content De Man and Blais (1982) 
found that women who had a relatively hi~n self-esteem would opt for a team sport 
versis males who tend to choose an ind1v1dual sport The medium of rhythmical 
sport/dance can be seen as a powerful tool for self-esteem enhancement for girls due 
to 1t being a medium for 1nd1v1duallsed instruction that may attract part1c1pants who 
doubt their social 1nteract1on capacities The participants feel safe with the 
1nd1v1duallsed dance/rhythmical gymnastic instruction 1n1t1ally and the coach can 
progressively work on the participants' gaining confidence with their physical 
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movement mastery and later move onto the more social interactive nature of the sport 
via team work. 
Through dance/rhythmical movement, one achieves a kinesthetic awareness 
which helps one to gain insight into what one's body is doing at a specific moment 1n 
space. This in tum helps increase confidence in terms of physical presence and 
handling of oneself in act1v1ties other than dance The novel experience of rhythmical 
gymnastics to the part1c1pants gave them a sense of uniqueness compared to their 
peers who had no comparable experiences The girls may have gained a sense of 
true achievement and recognition for their unique abilities during the final production 
and the recognition ceremony where they received awards from the school for their 
sporting achievement , with their peers and significant others watching . The fact that 
they had no previous experience in the sport and very limited knowledge of it, meant 
that they and their peers did not have any pre-set standards to compare their 
performance to which heightened their sense of achievement and mastery over steps 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The following recommendations for future research are made by the author 
based on the results of this research as well as the entire experience of designing 
and implementing of the rhythmical movement/dance intervention programme that 
was the central foe.us of this stl•dy. 
1. The girls part1c1pating ;n the study were all adolescents. Adolescence is a 
turbulent developmental stage in which the confirmation of independen~ in 
society becomes the prime focal point. This may contribute to distancing 
oneself from those wh" previously would have played a guiding role in one's 
lives such as the coach who represents authority and rather seek advice from 
peers Perhaps if the programme had been presented to younger subjects 1t 
would have had ::a greater positive impact CJn their S31f-esteem and perceived 
movement competence within the s:Jme time frame. It 1s also possible that 
different coaching strategies could have contributed to the dsvelopment of self-
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between self-esteem, self-confidence perceived competence coaching 
strategies and the selection of content requires much more research 
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2 A stable coaching environment could also have contributed to making the 
programme even more effective In this study, the pupil~ and coach had lo 
share the hall in which the programme was presented with other extra-mural 
activities This meant a lack of space 1n which to train and the disruption of the 
girls' dedication to unrestrained performanct: and rehearsal of steps Their 
being observed by outsiders made the learning of new dance steps, which 
initially feels awkward, all the more awkward for the girls and contributed to their 
approaching the work cautiously and holding back on their performance for fear 
of embarrassing themselves 1n front of others Research 1n more controlled 
environments might yield more dramatic or more rehable results 
3. The effect that the programme would have on the other d1mens1ons measured 
by Harter' s ( 1985) Self-percept1on Profile for Children requires attention This 
study was limited to only the glooal self-esteem 5ub-scale and the physical 
(movement) competence sub-scale. One of the d1mens1ons on which the 
programme may have had an effect was the physical appearance sub-scale 
Many of the subjects 1n the experimental group admitted lhal they 1ni1Jally had 
Joined the programme so that they could become more fit and ''tone up." The 
scores on the scholastic competence sub-scale could also have been of interest 
because there was an improvement in the mean score for the global self-esteem 
for the experimental group and not for the control group The post-test 
measurements were taken dunng the preparation period for final examinations 
Perhaps the coping strategies discussed dunng the intervention programme 
contributed to the experrmental group's being able to cope belter with the stress 
of academic exam1natrons Research that addresses the broader and hohst1c 
impact of part1apallon 1s needed 
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4. The coach in this study was from a different ethnic group than the girls •n the 
experimental. This may have meant that she was not see,"l as a moc.'! A 
coach from the same ethnic background may mean that Stratt:!gy 1 As .urning 
the role of significant other, could contribute successfully to tre •levelopment of 
girls self-esteem and/or self-confidence througi1 partic1µat1on in a rhythmic sport 
intervention program Research with similar "significant otners" 1s 
recommended 
5. The sample used for the study was a very small on6 Using larger samples 
comprised of subjects from different ethnic/soc1c.t backgrounds coula coritribute 
to the identification of the global needs of girls M d wC1men .n the sporting 
environment and the generalisation of results to other ccntexts. It V'JOuld a~so be 
interesting to see if the coaching strategies which contribute to the development 
of self-esteem/self-confidence for the girls from a disadvantaged community, 
would correspond with those obtained from girls from more privileged social 
background. 
6 Due to the length of the programme and the nature of dance, in its early stages, 
certain of Paterson's (1997) 1 O instructional strategies could only be utilised 
effectively at the end of the programme. These included Strategy 3 (optimal 
challenge), Strategy 5 (indirect styles), Strategy 6 (enforcing codes). Increasing 
the length of the programme may thus contribute to more effectiv J utilisation of 
these strategies which 1n turr. would contribute to the development of self-
esteem and/or self-conf1denc;e. Research on full-length programmes is 
therefore recommended 
7. Increasing the length of the rhythmic programme could actually undermine the 
potential of partic1pat1on to have a positive effect on girls' and women's self. 
esteem development Rhythmic sport will lead to opportunities for rhythmic 
gymnastics competi\.ions. In the compet1t1ve field, rhythmical gymnastics is a 
sport in which ones physical appearance often 1s the main determining cause of 
success or failure at a competition This would mean that Strategy 7 (internal 
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control) which teaches pupils to attribute lack of success to an error or tasl< 
difficulty, and which teaches them to rely on their own feelings about their 
performance rather than depending on the evaluation of others, could be 
nullified This would contribute to feelings of confusion and lack of control over 
their actions due to the Judges focus on appearance and not always the skill 
aspect of a performanca delivery It 1s considered that research on both 
compet1t1ve and non-compet1t1ve approaches to rhythmic sport as a medium for 
enhancmg girls self~steem and self-confidence be conducted. 
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Ouderdom 
Appendix A 
1'EE\f ASSEBLIEF KENNIS D..\r DIE 
RfSUTATE VA,\ DIE \RAELYS 
VERTROLLIK HANTEER SAL WORD E'-
DAT U IDENTITEIT A'0"11EM SAL BLY 
llARTER'S PERCEIVED CO.MPEh.r\Cf. SCALE 
(Sub-scalts GSE & PAC) 
HOE IS EK? 
\'oorbeeld sinnt: 
Merk assebliefu ant"oord met ' n • In die bloHic 
Hee/te- Half-
Hee/te-ma/ waar 
ma/ waar ••an my 
waar 1•an my 
1·an my 
a) 0 0 Party kinders MAAR Ander verkic 0 verkies om in om TV te 1.yk 
hul vrye tyd 
buitc te spcel 
b) 0 0 Party l.inders ,\fAAR Ander is soms 0 bekommer bel.:ommerd 
hulle nooit oor oor c;el.ere 
enigiets nic dinge 
82 
Half-
waar 
1·an 
"'J' 
0 
0 
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Hulu- Half- Hu/J~- Half· mu/ ><'Our ><t1<1r 
m"l><uur 11uar 
•·anmJ' n1nmy 1·unml' 1·unmy 
0 CJ Pany kindcrs is 1AAR Ander kindcrs CJ CJ goed in baie voel dat hulle 
sport~oortc nie goed in 
sport is nie 
2 CJ CJ Party l.indcrs ~1AAR Ander kinc!ers CJ CJ vocl daar is baie \.\.ii liev.er bly 
dinge omtrent SOOS hulle is 
hulself wat hulle 
graag wil 
verander 
3 CJ D Part; kinder~ ,\1AAR Ander kinders CJ CJ wens hulle kon voel hulleis 
baie bet er v. ec:. goed genocg in 
in pon sport 
4 CJ CJ Party kinders is MAAR Ander kind:rs is CJ CJ baie selfverseker nie baie 
self\ erseker nie 
5 CJ CJ Party kinders MAAR Ander kinderc; CJ CJ dink dat hulle is bang hulle saJ 
ne1 so goed sal nie goed v..ces 
wees in byna in buite-
enige buite- aktiwiteite \\at 
aktiwiteit wat hulle nog nie 
hulle nog nie 
.. oorheen 
voorheen probeer her nie 
probeer het nie 
6 a CJ Party kinders MAAR Ander l..inden, CJ CJ voel hulle is 
.. oel nie hulle 
beter in sport as speel so goed 
ander wat net so nie 
oud SOOS hull;: 
IS 
7. CJ CJ Party kinders MAAR Ander kinder:. CJ 0 dink dat hulle 1s seker 
miskien nie daarvan dat 
goeie mense is hulle goe1e 
me mense 1s 
-
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H,,11,. Half- HulJ,.. llulf-
ma/ waar waar ma/ wuur n'tlar 
van my van my •·un m,1 •·anm1 
8 L1 0 Party 1..indcr!> \crkic~ om 
MAAR Ander kmdcrs D D 
neem liewer 
hewer na spcle deel as om te 
e·1 sport te "-yk kyk 
as om daaraan 
deel te neem 
9. 0 0 Party kinders 1s MAAR Ander !cinders 0 0 
baie ge:-.io;kig wens hulle was 
soos hulle is anders 
10 0 0 Party "-inders is 
nic goed met 
MAAR Ander kinr.!rs 
is dadelik goed 
0 0 
nuwe spele nie met nuwe spele 
11. 0 0 Party l..inders is MAAR Ander kinders 0 0 
nie baie teHede is tevrede met 
met die mamer die manier 
waarop hulle waarop hulle 
baie dinge doen dinge doen 
nie 
12 0 Party kinder!> MAAR Ander 1..inders D 0 
word altyd word 
laao;te vir ' n gewoonl1k 
span gckie:. eerste vir ' n 
span ge"-ies 
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Appendix 8 
PERSEPSIES VAN 'n AFRIGTINGSTRATEGJE - IN\'E1'TARIS 
· Gt!durel'dt! die pas afgelopt! sei~oen 1 an df''f5.'ntmie\e gimnastiPlc was my afrigter: 
'n belangrike perS<.'on in my lewe 
Bate waar Waar M11uil!r wuur Glad 111e .,.aar nie 
In staat om vir my individuele take en doelwitte le stel 
Bate waar Waar Mmder itaar Ci/ad Ille 1mar 1111! 
Gewoonlik in staat om by oefeninge redelike goeie uitdagings te stel 
Baie waar Waar Mmder itaar r i lad 111e waar me 
In staat om foute as deel van die speel-en-leer proses te aanvaar 
Bate Haur Wuar Mmder Haar 
In staat om vir die Jeelnemers geleenthede te skep om hlille self-dissipline re ontwikkel 
Bate Huor Waar A-Inkier waar (j/ad Ille itaar 111e 
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In staat om \.;r spanlede geleenthede te sl..cp om by bcsluitneming betroHe te wees 
Bate 11 aar Waw 
,H111.le1 11 aar ( ilcul //fl' 11 aar 1111.• 
In staat om volgens 'n vasgestelde I.ode van sportm.ingees deelname te \.er.;eker 
Bme waar Waar Al111dt'r 11 '"" r ;Jod 111t• 11 am 1//1.' 
In staat om my dans/1itmiesc gimna tiek 'n aangcname ervaring te maak 
Bcue waar Waar A1111d•1r waar <ilad1111.• 11aur1114: 
In staat tot 'n goeie verhouding met die declnemers 
Bate waar Waar Afmder 11aar ( ilad me 1~aur I/It' 
Entoesiasties oor haar afrigting 
Bwe waar 
( ilc:cl 1111.• 11 aar Ille 
In staat om my tc laat vocl dat ek in beheer ~as \.1ln my \.Ordering 
Waar Almda 1mar 
In staat om vir my te verduidelik hoekom ck suksesvol of onsuksesvol was 
Bme waar Waar A fmder 11 aar < ilad me waar 1111.• 
In staat om die deelnemers aan tc moedig om ander deelnemers te ondcrsteun gedurende 
ocfening en hoofoptrede 
801e waar Waar A fmda 11 aw <ilad Ille 11 aar 1111.1 
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In staat om ondcrlinge kritiek IU\sen deelnemcrs gedurende oefening en hoofbptrede !;lop le sit 
Waur Ii f111dcr 11 aar ( ilurl we 11 aar I/It' 
My afrigtcr het ongeveer die volgende pcrsentasie tyd gespandccr op lcrugvocr in die vorm 
van kritiek, verbetcring en aanmoediging!lof aar. die declnerncrs 
Krititk Vtrbtttring Lc.f i 'oorh.. /cl 
35% Jj')rU 30% Pis 1fgtlopt stisotn 
-
My afrigter het onge\.cer die volgende persentasie tyd gesp. ndecr om op die uihla
0 
van di.? 
hoofoptrede te konsentreer, m \.rrhouding tot die persenrasie lyd wat ~y ge~:>:indeer om op die 
deelnemer' se le<-rvaard1ghede in di.? klas~ituasie te konsent: eer . 
llilslag v1n h<.ofoptrtde O~eln•me! st ~~~ghtd~ 1 Pas 1fgtlope selsotn 
_..__ _______ 
. 
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Appendix C 
17 Aonf 1997 
Geagte Ouer, 
Die doel van hierdie brief is om u in te fig omtrcnt 'n Ritmiese Gimnastiek programme wat by 
u dogter se skool aangebied gaan \\.Ord en wat ter~elfdcrtyd gebruik sal \\.Ord vir my 
Meestersgraad-studies Hierdie program saJ gratis aangebied word 
Ritmiese Gimnastiek is · n sportsoort wat baie genot en satisfaksie aan die deelnemer kan 
verskaf en bydraes fewer tot die ontwikkeling van 'n gebalanseerde persoonlikheid 
As student aan die Umversiteit van Stellenbosch (Departement Menslike Bewegingskunde) 
met heelwat ervanng van Ritm1ese G1mnastiek (Van der Stel Sportklub) is dit vir my belangrik 
om die toestemming van die ouers van deelnemers ten ops1gte van die voltooiing van 'n 
vraelys en deelname aan die programme te vra 
Die vraelys handel oor selflconsep (hoe mense oor hulself en hul "ermoens vocl) en sal nie 
langer as 20 minute neem om te voltooi me Die vraelys sal aa.1 deelnemers gegee word 
voordat met die Ritmiese Gimnastiek-program begin word, en weer na afloop van die 
program Deur die aanbieding van die program hoop om ons om die selfvertroue van individue positief te bemvloed 
Aangeheg vind u 'n toestemmi.1gsvorm wat al die relevante inligting uiteensit Jndicn u 
toestcmming verleen vir voltooiing van die vraelys en deelname aan die program, moet u 
assebliefhierdie vorm voltooi Ek beklemtoon graag dat deelname \l)'\\illig is 
Ek bedank u opreg vir u same\\.crking in hicrd1•. verband en weet dat du tot voordcel van 
almal sal wees 
lndien u enigc verdere navrae het skakel my asscbl1efby die volgende telefoonnommer 887-
7092 (Leonieke Alexander) of my promoter, or E S Bressan by telefoon 808-4 722 
Vriendelike groete en weer eens, baie dankie vir die gefeenthe1d wat u aan u dogter gee vir deelname 
LEONTEKE ALEXANDER 
(Dept MBk., M-student) 
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TOESTEMMINGSVORM VIR OEELNAME AAl'I RITMIESE 
GIMNA TIEK- PROGRAMMi: 
Die doel van deelname aan die programme is duidelik 
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Ek neem kennis dat deelname aan die programme vrywillig is en dat resul<ate gebruik sal word 
vir meestersgraaddoeleindes 
Ek neem kennis dat die resultatc van die vraelys as vertroulil. hanteer sal word en dat idcntiteitc 
anoniem sal bly 
Ek neem kennis dat ek op enige tydstip, as ouer/voog. verdere verduidelikings van die opsteller 
van die vraelys en aanbieder van die programme mag aanvra nadat dit deur deelnemers voltooi 
is. 
VAN, VOORLETIERS VAN OUER/VOOG: 
HANDTEKENING VAN OUERNOOG: ............................................. . 
ADRES EN TELEFOONNOMMER: 
Kontaknommcr: 
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Appendix D 
INTERVENTION PROGRAMME 
The conditioning class e'ercises that \\ere utilized during the progr.imme are presented 
in Appendix F it is vital to \\.Ori.: lo\\ly initially. \\.ith many repetition~. <;o that the basics are 
finnly established The separate components of\\bich the steps are comprised \\ere separately 
concentrated on in1t1ally. such a either amis o: legs Onl} after the pupils felt -;ecure '"ith the 
execution of the individual components of a step \\.ere they added together to fonn a \\hole 
The first month concemrated on ·•Ffoor Exercises", \\ith the focus on improving 
strength. flexibility, general conditioning and body/kinesthetic a\\.areness The duration of the 
classes were an hour each initially Many of the girls were \Cl)' unfit and therefore the floor 
exercises were regularly interrupted with some cardiovascular training. v.hich inYolved runninf 
around tbe hall at varying spi:eds. It is important to keep the pupils challenged, for especially 
at this age they become bored easily. at1d many of the girls admitted to initiall)' ba\'ingjoined 
so that they could have a good work out and not so much for the rhythmical mo\ement aspect 
of the programme. 
Ten minutes at the beginning of each class was spent discussing sport man ship \'Blues, 
\\.hich the pupils bad to decide on among, and how they could emulate these in the class 
situation and in their day to day interaction with others Personal- and school-problems \\.ere 
also discussed with the aim .a finding \\.Orkablc solutions to these issues Every two weeks the 
pupils had to write dow11 bow they felt they \\ere progressing. \\.here they \\.ere expenem.mg 
problems. and what they and the coa1..h could do to help them O\.ercome these hurdle!> These 
issues '"ere then di!>Cu sed in a group setup utilizing an interactive problem solving approach. 
During the initial month the programme participants also wore name tags so that the coach 
could get to know them and they each other 
T11e intef\.ention programme was regularly enluated by three external examiners \\.ho 
rated the utilization of Paterson's ( 1997) I 0 instructional strategies during the course of the 
lesc;on The inventory used by the evaluator:; can be found in Appendix F. Feedback from 
such sessions was used to alter future lesson presentation ifnece .~uy. 
Due to the excessive cost of the rhythmical gymnastic ri~bon apparatus, the 
investigator had to produce the equipment herself Details of the conventional nl>bon 
apparatus specifications and that of the adapted apparatus are presented in Appendi.x G 
After the first month had passed, 20 minutes of ribbon \\Ork was :idded to the end of 
the class Class time was thus increased from one hour to one and a half hours. It is important 
not to exceed 20 minutes initially, for the pupils wrists and arms can easily take strain with 
such novel movements The ribbon \\Ork also becomes untidy \\.hen pupils are tired and bad 
habits are formed by practising untidy movements Tl1e ribbon movements that were 
progressively taught can be found in Appendix II The "Sta11c/111g" conditioning exercises 
were also graduaUy introduced 
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TO\\.ards the end oftbe first month. some of the pupils \.\.ere mis i.1g classes \\.ithout 
having excused or excusing themselves 111is meant that they \.\.ere cfo:ri 6arlimg one of the 
sportsmanship codes they b1.d discussed i11 class, dnd had felt strongly about, that of personal 
responsibility and regard tO\\.ards others '11lus the "Excuse Box" was ':'reateo This con isted 
ofan ordinary shoe box which contained pieces of paper and pencils on \'.1itch thc:y wTote their 
name. the date and an explanation if they had 01Jssed a class or knew w ·'''\ nee tho;t they 
\.\.Ould be ltlls ing one. The letters were kept confidential so that if they ,•. er~ not attending 
because they did not enjoy the classes they \.\.ould feel free to express tt s 1 , ' attt.ndance 
impro\'ed considerably after tlus and pupils \\.Ou.Id even phone the coac'; at home to exct•se 
themselves personally. 
Two weeks before the Ju.Iv school holiday began the ribbon routini! \\as introc!u -::ed. It 
consisted of a set routine from the ''Na1to11a/ Rhytl11111ca/ G}nmasttcs Syllabus" for 1zrr de five 
A standard 10 pupil from "Rhemsh Girls Htghschool . Stellenbosch. who was part ol ue 
"Western Cape Sports Ptoneer" program.me began assisting with the classes After a w .:ek of 
the rhythmical gymnastic routine it became clear that the pupils could not rel.!te to the ;teps 01 
the music of the routine. Thus the coach played the pupils various contemporary in-.~i ~me.11111 
pieces of music, from which they selected one. A new routine was choreographed to th .,i,•ce 
which was more comfortable for them to execute and to which they could relate better . Thii. 
routine can be found in Appendtx H The external coaching a~sistant also started teaching the 
pupils a modem dance. The modem dance routine is presented in Appendix I. 
The pupils requested a · Wmter School" during their July vacation . The classes were 
held four times a \\.eel, for three weeks running The programme ran as follo\\.~ 
08:30-09:30am 
09:30- IO :OOam 
I0:00-10:4Sam 
I 0:45-11 :30am 
-strengthening and cCJnditioning steps 
-break with general discu sion and sportsmanship values 
-new rhythmic routine taught by the imestigator 
-modem dance routine taught by the external helper 
During the first \\.eek of the winter ~hool, progress with regarding the routines was 
slow, however by the third week the pupils were picking up and remembering new steps and 
any alterations with ease and considerable less repetition. The change became more no'.1 :~able 
after the discussion that was held at the end of the first week on how they had to consciously 
make an effort to concentrate when new \.\.Ork was presented, nractice corrections that were 
given, and try to learn from corrections given to others exper " ;.,g difficultiei. 
On the last day of the winter school the pupils were .• ea ch•ough to the 
"Coetsenburg" dance hall at the "Umverstl) of Stellenbru " ', so they could experience 
perfonning in a real dance ball. They were also able to strt da out their work due to the large 
surface area of the dance hall At the beginning of that \~ec.k the group had decided that they 
needed an official name and colour which coL''i be used on a T-shirt or leotard for the 
performance, which was to be presented at the end of the intervention·programme The 
discussion time was thus used for the pupils individual presentations of name and colour 
preferences "Stellenbosch E1kestad Gyn111as1w11" was unanimously voted for, and the 
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colours purple and whit-;; dei;:ided on The pupils also decided on extended class duration, two 
hours per lesson. and that an A and B group would be fonned TI is meant that the girls \.\h<' 
attended the \\.inter school wol'ld become group A. and group B those who had attended 
irregularly or had been absent during the holiday se sio11. If individuals advanced quiclJy 
enough however, they \\.Ould be allowed to join th ~roup This • 1eant that classes ran to r 
times a week , with two for group A and two for g. • ') One da s was used for the 
rilythmic routine work, and the other for the modem c! ~e routine 
During the fourth and fifth month of the inteNention programme, more tune was spent 
on the routines due to the pupils finding the conditioning \.\.Ork having become easier for them, 
\\hich meant that their strength bad increa~ed and that they were able to complete 
the steps far quicker. 
The last wee!. of the fifth month was used to decide on a logo for theil T-shirts for the 
performance and a date was set. Various options were once again presented to them. The 
responsibiJity was left up to the pupils to collect their qze measurements and to hand these to 
the coach by the end of the week Aspects such as hair, make •.ip and outfits \\ere also 
<h!-.\;ui;sed. The pupils decided to wesr their officiai T-shirts, which \.\.ere sponsored by " The 
Westem Cape Department of Sports and Recreation " with bl.s.:k lycra pants Tbt: coach 
started io assume a more passive role during classes by assuming the role of an audience 
member. only giving input at the end of the routine performances This way the pupils had to 
think solely by themselves during rehearsals, and not rely on being able to copy somebody in 
front oft:1em A few of the external people were invited to come and watch rehearsals, so that 
the pupiJs could gradually get used to the feeling of a ball full of a strange audience It was a 
huge struwe to get the pupils to perform expression wise and Y.ith all the energy they 
possessed as individuals Only after a serious discussion, that they bad to practice as they 
hoped to perfonn did the aforementioned aspects to their performances improve. And thus the 
motto for the last ew weeks became "practice with I 10% effort on{r makes perfect" ! 
Dur.n~ the last tv . ., weeks the general conditioning was k~:pt to a minimum. and 
consisted ofo11 ly a genenal ·,arm up and .c;tretch . The rest of th~ class time was dedicated to 
the routmes T!ie correct wal', ·on, walk-off and greeting to the judges and audience was also 
rehearsed each u'lle. A letter....,. 1s sent to .he parents, see Appendix J, in\.itin~ them to the 
performance. The '1eadmaster, tt chei> and pupils of the school were invited separately. 
The final per.for.11u11ce e\.cmn:: ran as follows: 
The officiaJ opening by the physical • ucation ffi:lster anc.1 J suort welcoming speech by 
the headmaster. 
The modem dance routin-: \v!!.ic:b was either perfom1ed individually. or in paiJ i; for tho-.e 
who felt less confident ard di I 1:ot want to perfonn alone 
A group perfonnaoce of the lll dem danc .. routine 
An intermission with breakdancwg The members of this group bad shared the ball Y.ith 
the rhythmical movement programme frequently. 
The rhythmic gymnastics ribbon routine was also performed individuall} and iL pairs. 
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the performers. 
Gathering with parents and teachers for light refreshments 
93 
The entire performance was captured on video tape. No scores were awarded to the 
pupils for their performances Two external judges were however present who evaluated each 
performance pointing out their strong points and points they could focus on in future. These 
report~ were handed to the participants with their certificates The final perfonnance then 
brought the rhythmical movement intervention programme to a close. 
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Appendix E 
CONDITIONING/CLASS EXERCISES 
FLOOR EXERCISES 
SrITING SPINE STRETCHES 
We tend to ignore the spine in our every day acti\.ities As a result of this neglect the 
ligaments and muscles of the back become stiff, due to lack of manipulation (Cohan, 198f) A 
flexible spine is \.ital for rhythmical gymnastics The folJowing exercise helps one to focus on 
internal body awareness, as weU to warm up the muscles of the spine. 
Execution 
Begin by sitting in an upright position on the floor. Bend the knees with the ,oles of the 
feet pressed firmly together and the bands gently resting on the shins Slo\.\-Jy bend forward b) 
dropping the bead towards the chest and systematicaUy CUJ'\.mg the spine fomard until d 11: 
forehead is placed on the feet . Simultaneously e'<hale slo"'ly. Take care during execution of the 
fomard bend to keep the shoulders lowered and the arms are gently placed on the ouUde or 
the legs. Whilst inhaling deeply, slowly sit up, uncurling the spine to return to the starting 
position (Cohan, 1986). 
Instructional Guidelines 
The importance of the spine must be explained to the pupils during their first contact 
session. Many pupils may find it difficult to sit up straight a'ld position themselves directly 
above their "sitting bones" Make .asier for the pupils by ha\.ing them sit against the waU 
ensuring that the entire spine is positioned flush against the waU especiaUy the lower spinal area 
and shoulders. Instruct them to imagine I.bat they have double sided SeUotape stuck al:>og their 
back, neck .md head Th.is they are to slowly peel otfthe waU when they curve the spine 
forward and slowly stick back on to the waU when returning :o the starting position. The pupils 
can be moved away from the wall as soon as they are strong enough and have acqwred a 
greater sense of body awareness 
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8R£ATHl~G EXERCISE 
During our dail} acti\ities we tend to pay little or no attention to our breathing We 
ten(! to breath in a shallow fashion making little u e of the diaphragm lftbi manner of 
breathing is utilised during exercise. it results in o little o'\ygen being taken up \\hich can 
cause fatigue to set in early 
£-ucution 
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Begin b} sitting on the floor in an upright position, knees bent, and pointed feet crossed 
at the ankles The arms are gent!} placed at the sides \\ith the fingertips resting on the floor 
Begin to exhale, \.\hilst imultaneouo:I} tilting the pel\is fornard so that you roll on to the 
coccyx, dropping the chin on to the chest thereb) causing the spine to curve Inhale slowly and 
return to the starting position (Cohan 1986) 
Instructional Guidelines 
Explain that the aim io; initially to be aware of the breathing proce s constantly so that 
this correct technique becomes unconsciously linked to dance movements. The aim is to move 
the ribs sideways whilst inhaling, not up\.\ards/forwards, and to feel the diaphngm moving 
downwards. Have the pupils place their bands near the base of the ribs at the side oftbe body 
Now let them e"Xperiment with the different type ol breathing. They will feel their anns 
moving sideways with the correct technique Do not use the pointed feet position until their 
ankles and points arc strong en"•·gh. As in the S11tmg Spme Stretch have them place the soles 
of the feet together. Cominua!Jy remind them that \\bilst exhaling the back is not collapsed, but 
extended posteriorly. Before beginning \\ith the exercise ask the pupils to close their eyes and 
imagine themselves seated against the \\all and to return to this position each time after 
inhalation 
LEG AND FEET EXERCISES 
An advantage of executing a leg and foot exercise in a eated position, is that one docs 
not have to worry about balance When pointing and flexing the feet it is important to \.\Ork 
them as if they are continuously fighting resistance 
Execution 
Sit up straight with the legs extended forward Gently place the hands at the side of 
tl:e body. The knees must point towards the ceiling Keep the fee< flexed and parallel to each 
other. Tense the gluteus and leg muscles so that the heels lift slightly off the floor Keeping tlie 
feet flexed, rotate the legs outwards, initiating the movement from the hips. Point the feet 
keeping the linle toes as close to the floor as possible. Rotate the legs inwards with pointed 
feet Ensure that the knees are pointing towards the ceiling Slowly flex the feet, initiating the 
movement from the toes. The exercise can be performed in the reverse manner by first pointing 
the feet and pr.,ceeding from there on (Cohan, 1986) 
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Instructional Guidelines 
Initially perfonn the exercise itting up again it r. v>all Carefully demonstrate and 
explain bow a point is executed. v.bicb is via the lengtbening of the ankle This \\.ill pre\ent 
pupils from in,·ening their feet \\.rucb is referred to as "siclJmg· . The legs ha\e to be kept 
elongated to prevent big thigh muscles de.. eloping AchiC\e this from the stan by ha\ing them 
\\.ork with a partner. The panner should place her bands a few centimetre in front of the 
p\!rfonner's pointed toes \\hich the} then must try to reach \\.ith their toes by lengthening the 
legs from the hips. Encourage turning out from the hi).'s. uot the kneei. and ankles. by letting 
the pupils bold their thighs near the hip socket and e~l!\:Jting an outward wringing motion. 
Maximum leg extension can aL o br achie...ed b} ha\"11 . them place their hand between their 
thighs and squeezing tightly so that it is difficult to remove their bands When they are in the 
flexed foot po itioo. instruct them to feel as iftbe) are pushing a heavy object away \\ith their 
heels \\.bile pulling their toes tO\\.ards themselves 
E.Xt!cution 
Sit up straight on floor \\.ith anns placed lightly at the sides Bend the legs at the k.'lee . 
pushing the knees towards the floor and keeping the heels of the flexed feet together. It is \ital 
that the ankles are oot allo\\.ed to collapse towards the floor. To prevent this, the side of the 
little toes has to be pushed into the floor and the ankles in opposition pushed towards the 
~eiling . In the bent leg position the right leg is snghtly lifted and the rotation maintained. Have 
pupils slo""IY ex1end the leg out in front of themselves. \\.hilst funher increasing the turn out 
from the hip socket. The foot of the extended leg is pointed, forcing the little toe tO\\atds the 
floor to prevent "sickling·• from occurring Flex the foot again and return leg to starting 
position Careful that the leg is not IO\\.ered until the foot is in alignment ""ith the foot on the 
floor. Repeat exercise with opposite leg (Cohan, 1986) 
Instructional Guidelina 
Once again the step can be practised sitting against a wall Ha'e the pupil practice \\.ith 
a partner who places their palm flat against the sole of the foot of the extending leg. This \\.ay 
the pupil can feel bow the leg must \\.ork against resistance whilst being extended outwards 
Let the pupils place their hands near the hip socket to assist \\itb and heighten the tum out 
sensation. 
ARM EXERCISE 
Arms in dance are used to assist ""ith balance, gi\ e shape to move:"lent and assist with 
expression During dance it is vital to be aware of the shoulders and keep them depressed so 
that the bead and neck can be freely utilised. 
Execution 
Sit crossed lefged on the floor, arms held in a rounded positio ~ in front of the body. 
with the palms facing towards the abdomen and the little fingers gently resting on the legs 
Slowly lift the right arm up in front of one until the little finger can just be ~een in the 
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peripheral vision, this is kno\\11 as Fifth Pos111011 Initiate the movement by depressing the 
shoulder blade first Repeat movement '"'itb the left arm Open the arms out to the side by 
gently lifting upwards and leeping the palms facing towards the ceiling. As soon as the upper 
arms are in line '"'itb the shoulders, rotate arms so that the palms are facing forward and return 
them to the staning position (Cohan, JQ86) 
lmtructional Guidelines 
Once again let the pupils sit against the wall. Instruct them to keep their hands opposite 
their navels in the initial position and to feel as if they are hugging a large beach ball. This 
assists with the correct rounding of the elbows The fingers of the hands mu~t be positioned 
with thumbs tucked under, towards the middle index finger, which in tl111l is slightly flexed 
inwards towards the palm of the band The arms in the initial position must be placed in such a 
fashion that if a drop of '"'ater '"'ere to be placed on the shoulder, it would run smoothly down 
the ann, over the wrist and dow11 off the index finger Shoulder blades mu,;t remain firmly 
pressed against the wall at all times to prevent rounding of the shoulders When the a=ms are 
positioned above the bead they must feel as if an oval picture frame is being created for their 
faces It is imponant that the palms face dO\\llWard and not forward like "policeman bands". 
CONTRACT JONS 
A contraction in dance can be seen as the curving of the spine 
Execution 
Sit on Ooor with crossed legs The arms are held in the rounded beginning position as 
used for the previous arm exercise. Lift the arms lightly so that the palms are positioned 
opposite the chest Be careful not to raise the arms above shoulder level. Slowly release the 
spine to a backwards curved position Reach forward with the arms and especially concentrate 
on the curving of the spine between the shoulder blade area This movement is initiated via the 
tightening of the gluteal muscles and the tilting backwards of the pelvis Whilst contracting, try 
to IC'lgtben the spine so that no height is lost during execution (Cohan, 1986) 
In tructional Guidelines 
This exe1cise should be used to stretch the spine out again after the previous "Arm 
Exercise", w!tich required the back to be kept in a very upright position Initially perform the 
exercise '"'ith the help of a partner The partner should bold on to some hair at the top of the 
performer's bead so that when the contraction is completed, the hands remain in the 
preparatory position and no length is lost in the spine. instruct the pupii to try to feel as if 
someone is stabbing them in the chest during the contraction To help them feel this sensation, 
they must then place their hand in the open "V" area just below the rib-cage and push back into 
their chest, whilst simultaneously e.<baling 
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HAMSTRING STRETCH 
One has to become fairly flexible to be al>le to dance with ea~e It is often initialJy a 
difficult and painful process, but \\itb the correct frame of mind it progressively becomes 
easier. It is important to perform the exercises in a smooth drawn out fashion and not bowi~e 
into or in the positions 
Ext!cution 
Sit on the tloor with legs stretched out in front. knees together and flexed feet. Place 
arms in a forward reaching position at shoulder height. Keep arms a shoulder width apart with 
the palms of the hands facing each other. Whilst slO\\ly exhaling, bend fomard reaching 
beyond the feet Keep the upper arms in line with ears Try and place the forehead on to the 
shins It is vital to keep shoulders depressed at all times Whilst inhaling return to the upright 
position, finishing the exercise, however, with the knees bent and feet crossed at the ankles. 
The arms are positioned at the side of the body with the finger tips gently resting on the floor (Cohan, 1986) 
Instructional Guidt!li" :!S 
Initially perform exercise sitting against the wall. Have the pupils hold their h · ids 
together so that they can hook these over their feet whilst reaching forward. This will help 
them assume the lengthened spine position . Emphasise that the bending forward motivt .s 
initiated via the arms r-=aching forward and flex.ion at the hips and not the rowiding of the i-i"..::. 
GROIN STRETCHES 
Ext!cution 
Assume the same starting position as for the "Hamstrmg Stretch''. This time however 
the feet arc pointed. Open the legs to the side until a slight stretch is felt . The arms are also 
raised sideways to shoulder height with the palms facing the floor. Bend forward slowly \\hilst 
exhaling, trying to touch the floor with the forehead Gently rest the fingertips on the lower 
leg. At the same time lengthen the legs away from the body to prevent the knees rolling 
inwards. Slowly roll up again to an upright position, inhaling and closing the legs to rcasShme 
the starting position (Cohan, 1986) 
Instructional Guidt!/ines 
Once again have pupils sit against a wall When the pupils open their legs to the middle 
split position, ensure that they do not compensate their turnout by rolling their knees forward 
or backwards to achieve a wider middJe split position. The curving of the spine motion must 
sirmlate the quality ofa piece ofSellotapc being peeled off the waJJ 
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£\ecution 
Lie face down on the floor \\llh the knees bent and the soles of the feet together Place 
forehead on the hands A partner can gently apply pressure to the buttocks and anldes to increase the stretch 
SIDE STRETCH 
Eucution 
Sat on the floor with the legs opened and pointed feet Position arms, palms faci11g the 
ceiling, at shoulder level out 10 the side Reach overhead with the right arm to t~e left The 
spine is now curved sideways Simultaneously try extending the right leg maximally so rhar the 
right buttock remains on the floor and the knees point towards the ceiling Ensure that the 
torso is facing directly forward Reach forward with the right arm so that the upper body is 
bent forward in bctw:en the legs Extend the arms sideways with the palms facing the floor 
Once this position has been established, lengthen both legs away from the groin area, nnd rotat~ the t!Ughs at the hip sockets so that the knees do not faJI forward Sweep to the right 
side with the left arm to assume !iide position Send the left leg awa} Reach upwards with the 
left arm to reassume the starting p( tion (Cohan, 1986). 
Instructional ~·uidt!lint!s 
Perform :he exercise against the wall again This pre\.ents the shoulders t\\isting 
forward in the side bend position Initially keep arm~ in fifth position \\ith lingers interlocked 
throughout the entire exercise Remind pupils to keep the upper Arm~ in line "-ilh their cars, 
and to maintain the ~e d1starce between ear and arm, especially whilst bending ~idev.ays in 
the fifth position When bending to the sidt", they must first reach upwards o ns not to collapse 
at the waist Th,,, exercise can be very tiring, therefore do not let pupils perform it "-Ith the 
correct arm po itions. or away from the wall. until they ha\.e hl1ilt up sutlicicnt strt'11gth in their obliques and back muscles 
LEG LIFTS AND SPINE STRElCHES 
Ext!cution 
Lie face down on the floor, with the forehead resting on the hands Turn the legs out 
from the hip sc,ckets and flex the feet Lengthen the entire body from head to toes Initially if 
the flexed feet position is tc,o difficult to maintain rather have pupils point feet , but ensure that 
they remain turned our Point the right foot and slowly lift the leg as high as ir \\ill go \\ithour 
raising the hip off the floor Concentrate en maintaining rum out and ensure that the lnwer 
back remains lengthened, esperially on the side of the leg which is being lifted Repeat mo"e 
with the left leg Place hands on the floor opposite the shoulders Straighten the nrms and arch 
body backwards as far as is comfortable Try to maintain an elongated spine and do not allo"' 
shortening of the lower back tCI occur The head must be kept in alignment with the spine (Cohan. 1986) 
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lnrtructiona/ Guideline.s 
Keep shoulders depressed ond do not let them creep upwards towards tli'! ears Work 
with a partner initiaUy \\.ho holds the hair at the cro\\.11 of the head maintaining slight h:nsion on 
it to assjst with the lengthening sensation fo furt11er strengthen the back, lie with the anns in 
fifth position Lift the anns and upper back as far off the floor as possible and bold the position 
for 11 few counts TI1e qme movement can be cx1.:cut.:d with the anns held out to the side. 
BACKBEl\DS 
Execution 
Lie on back with the feet placed •B•inst the wall. Whe11 pushing up into the backbend, 
foc..Js on keeping the knees extended and <'lose together. The anns must be aligned with the 
ears Thjs is accomplished by ex1endi.ig the knees and pushing the chest/upper back through the anns 
Instructional Guideline! 
Work with a partner. Ha\e partner support the back area by gently lifting when the 
backbend is initiated Do not force partner into a position ho\\.C\er. Also assi. t whilst the 
pe1fonner is lowering to the ground again. 
SIDE SPLITS 
Execution 
Begin in a kneeling po ition with the body bent forward from the hips towards the front 
leg. Place palms of hand on the floor lightly be!1ind the front foot. Ensure that the hips are 
l..ept square Slowly slide backwards ensuring that the hip is not dropped towards the floor. 
Maintam a straigLt line and do not let the lower leg swing m- or outwards Once both legs are 
extended along the floor, the stretch can be increased by lifting the torso forwards and 
1pwards The pelvis mu ;t at all times remain square and not swing out to the side. 
ABDOMINALS 
Execution 
Sit on the floor \\.ith bent leg and the knees tightly tucked into the chest 11ea. Gently 
rei.t hl!tlds on the floor next to the buttocks SIO\\.ly roll through the spine until the lower bacl.. 
is flush to the f!oor. Keep the ~ouJders and upper back slightly raised off the floor, and chin 1u~ked into the chest. The knees must be kept finnly pressed together. The arms are po~rtionec; liO that they are aligned with the side of the body, and the palms oftbe hands face 
the ceiling. Once pupils are strong enou '1 the head can slowly be extended backward I fold 
the position for thirty second .. initially 1111 .1 en!>lJre that the stomach is finnly sucked in, 
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especially in the lo .... er abdominal region Return to the starting position by tucking in the chin 
and slowly "peeling" the Sj)ine off the floor 
STANDING EXERCISES 
PARALJ EL [XERCISES 
Having moved from the floor to an upright standing position, it is important to focuci 
on maintaining a strong upright stance and to focus outwarc;s and upwards Initially it is easier 
to work from a parallel position for a non dancer (Cohan, 1986). It also assists the pupil to 
become more aware of their body in c;pace, versus having to worry and focus on an unnatural 
position. Ensure that pupils keep the arches of their feet lifted and not let them roll inwards 
PARALLEL PLIE 
When perfonning a plic it is important that the movement is exe1.:uted as moothJy as 
possible The downward motion _ hould be resisted when beuding the knees i<> that the pupils 
do not " it'' at the bottom of the po ition 
Execution 
Stand in &ol upright parallel position with the arms neutrally positioned at the sides of 
the body. Ensure that the weight b evenly distributed on the feet Slowly bend at the kuees 
until the heels just remain in contact with the floor, this is known as a denu-plte. 
Simultaneously reach forward with the same time lift the arms until they i.re parallel to the 
floor with the palms facing downwards Return to the original position by slowly extending the 
knees and pushing downwards with the anns as if pushing through a heavy liquid Next bend 
the kuees as far as possible. keeping the heels in contact with the floor as lo11g as possible, this 
is known as a grand-plte, Lift the arms up until they arc placed next to the ears, whilst 
maintaining a straight back and keeping the shoulders depressed. Be careful that the pelvis is 
not 11lowed to tilt forwards or back\\:ards Return to the start: 1g position (Cohan, 1986 ). 
Instructional Guidelines 
Perform the excrci~ 1gainst the wall initially Use a partner .... ho holds a few strands of 
h1ir at the crown of the head whilst the partner lowers into the plie This will help them keep 
the back lengthened and prevents the pelvis from being tucked under Remind pupil not to 
relax their bodies when they have reached the bottom of the plie. 
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PARALLEL JUMPS 
When landing from a jump it is \.ital to laud through the feet. place the heels fumly on 
the ground, and to bend sufficient!) at the knees ensuring that these are kept in lme \\ ith the 
middle toes Try to breath nonnally and correct I} \\hen jumping. for performers tends to hold 
their breath initiaU) \.\hicb contribute to rapid exhaustion. 
E.'(ttcution 
Stand up straight \.\ith feet parallel. shoulder \.\idth apart, and arms held neutrally at 
side of the body. During the execution of the jumps the arms must be supported so that they 
do not move unnecessarily Bend at the knees into a demi-plie and jump straight up into the air 
by extending the knees and pointing the feet Careful that the upper back is not used to assist 
the execution of the jump. via it being jerked backwards Once landed. ensure that the spine i 
elongated and there is no bending foraard from the hips Once the jump is pcrfonncd in a 
controlled manner, a quarter tum 1.:an be added to each jump (Cohan. 1986) 
lnnructi0ttal Guidttlintt5 
Keep bands on hip initially to prevent the arms being utilized to assist the jump and 
tum execution Demonstrate a good landing. and e~lain that it is essential to practice this 
mo\.cment concctly. so as to a\:Oid serious knee and back problems in later }Cars 
PARALLEi. BEATS 
Ext!cutlon 
Stand in a parallel position with anns gently supported at sides Point the one foot 
fora'lrd keeping the sole of the foot in contact with the floor for as long a posstl>le Ket.-p both 
hip le\cl and feel the sensation ofleogtheoing along the bad; of the pointed leg. Slide the leg 
back to the orii.Unal position, S)stematically "-Orking through the foot Repeat the 
aforementioned ncrcise. bO"-e\Cr continue tc lift the leg to knee height. Lift th~ arms forward 
to shoulder height, with the palms facing the floor Slowly lo\.\er the leg. Now lift the leg as 
high as possible by pressing down hard into the floor initially with the foot Keep chc back 
lengthened and the supporting leg finn to pre\ent the knee bending and the pehis tilting. The 
anns should be lifted until they arc po itioned next to the ears This \\-ill assist m feeling the 
lengthening of the back. Be carcfol bo\.\C\er not to lift the shoulders R:pcat exercise ""ith 
opposite leg (Cohan, 1986) 
lnstructi0ttal Guldttlint!s 
Initially keep hands placed on hips and stand against the wall. This enables hip 
alignment to be maintained Only allo"" the pupils to progress to the higher leg lift once they 
arc S«ure with the basic movement Remind pupils to lift out of the ~aist to pre\.<cnt them 
"sitting" on the thighs Ha\c pupils lift leg slightly lower iftbc hips mo\e out of alignment 
This exercise can initially be pcrfomlcd lying fla on the back ln this instance it is advisable to 
use a partner to bold the non working l\!g in place 
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TURNED OUT EXERCISES 
It is also important to practice s- ;>s with tumet! out legs, due to such a position 
enabling the perfonner to achieve a far greater range of motion from the hip socket, especially 
to the side and the back position It is vital that the tum out is initiated from the hip socket. not 
from the knees/feet, and that the feet are kept aligned with the middle toes (Cohan, 1986) 
LEG BEATS 
Execution 
Stand with the feet in a turned out position with the heels touching. This is referred to 
as first pos111m1. Tne anns remain in a supported "bra bas" position throughout the step 
(Cohan. 1986) This step is performed in exactly the same manner as the above Parallel leg 
Beat exercise, except for the turned out leg position 
Instructional Guidelines 
Only turn out the feet as fo as the hips will allow Do not tum out from the knees and 
feet. Remind pupils that they must work within their 0\.\111 per~nal range, and not according to 
the tum out range of their class mates. Turnout will improve over time and with stretching 
Once again let pupils place their hands on their hips and focus on keeping the hip of the 
working leg depressed Draw a marli; o::: the floor at the side of the pupil or place an object 
there which they must reach with thfir toes each time they point to the side. This is a useful 
aid, for when the leg becomes tired i. tends to cause a decline in the lengthening process. 
Remiud pupils that the floor is their "friend" and that they must apply down- and outward 
pressure when sliding the foot along the floor to the pointed positions 
DEMl-PLlEs WITH All1S 
Execution 
Stand with feet in a turned out first position Lengthen the body by pulling out of the 
hips, but being carefui not to lean backwards. Ar.ns are held in bras bc.s Bend knees to a 
demi-plie and slowly lift the arms forward until they are positioned above the head in fifth 
pos1t1011 Carrful that the shoulders are not lifted or the pelvis tihed under Extend the knees 
whilst reaching upwards with the arms, opening them to the side. Do not to let the elbows fall 
behind the body When the anns pass throu2h the horizontal. sec011d pos111011, rotate the um 
so that the palms face forward and there is an even curve in the ann ''Aoat" the anns back to 
bras bas reaching the position simuhaneously with the full extension of the legs. 
Repeat exercise with a grand-plie When lowering into the grand-plie keep the heels on 
the floor for as long as possible and do not let them pop up. Spread toes to help with the 
balance Point the right foot to the side and slowly lower the heel. This is known as second 
position. The spacing in between the two heels should equal the performers foot length one 
and a halftimes. The only difference with the plie execution in second position is that the heels 
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are not lifted during a gran<!-plie ris they are in first position. Also ensure that the buttocks are 
never positioned below the knees (Cohan. 1986) 
TURNED our JUMPS 
Execution 
Stand with feet in a turned out first position, arms held in bras bas. Bend knees to a 
demi-phe and jump into the air. Keep the legs directly beneath the body on.: and do not let 
them shoot out to the sides. All the other points that must be taken note of have already 
mentioned in the Parallel Jump exercise. The jumps can also be executed from second position 
(Ct>han, 1986) 
WALKING 
Walking provides a link between many steps in dance. It is often performed very 
untidily and thus should be carefully taught and practised. 
Execution 
Stand with weight placed on the right leg and the left extended behind the body. Both 
legs are turned out. Keep arms at side lightly supported so that the fingers are held just away 
from the body. The body must be held in a lengthened position with the weight placed slightly 
forward so that the advancing motion is automatically achieved The left leg passes forward via 
the bending and t11ming sideways motion of the knee with the pointed foot passing close by 
the ankle. The weight is tran ferred onto the left leg by pushing forward via the pointing 
motion of the right foot. Ensure that the left leg is turned out from the hip to the foot. Move 
the arms in slight opposition to the legs by twisting the upper body. Always execute big steps 
by reaching ahead with the leg which passei. through from behind (Cohan, 1986). 
Instructional Guidelines 
Initially do not place too much emphasis on the turned out position Ask pupils to 
imagine that they arc balancing objects on their heads so that a smooth flowing motion is 
created Stress the importance of pushing off the back foot and reaching forward with the 
leading one Ask the pupils to count the number of steps they p~rfonn initial"y cover the length 
of the hall initially They then must work towards reducing this number whilst performing the 
step in an even motion. Ao assistant can gently place heir hand in the small of pupils backs and 
gently push as they step forward. This assists performers so that they carry the entire body 
with them during the walking motion llDd does not let the upper body lag behind 
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TRIPLET 
This step is performed at a medium pace and is carried out to a wait= rhythm. The 
emphasis is thus placed on the first beat of the bar (Cohan, 1986) The "down step" is executed 
with a bend in the knee taking place on the first beat and the other two steps are performed on 
the toes. 
&uution 
Use the i.ame starting position as for the Walkmg Step The left legis brought through 
in the same manner however it reaches fotward more and ends in a demi-plie position. The 
right leg will be positioned slightly off the floor behind the body due to this extreme foiward 
extension of the left leg. Step foiward with the right leg position on to the toes. Both legs are 
now extended at the knees. Bring the straight left leg through and continue with the next 
triplet. The arms must also be moved slightly in opposition to the legs by a gentle rotation in 
the upper body (Cohan, 1986 ). 
Instructional Guidelines 
Have the pupils caU out the cue words "dow11, up, up" aloud as they perform the 
triplets. Remind pupils not to let the back collapse when they performing the first triplet step, 
thus they must focus on lengthening the spint lnitiaUy have pupils overemphasise the dow11 
motion mitially by stamping the foot into the Ooor on this step Remind the pupils to imagine 
some'lne pushing them foiward from the small of their back as the step is performed, to help 
with smooth and continuous motion accomplishment. 
SKIP 
Execution 
Stand with the right leg pointed straight ahead. Push off with •he left foot so that the 
weight is transferred onto the right leg which is bent into a demi-plie. Bring the left leg through 
and forward quickly. The right leg is now brought foiward into a high bent position. Land ('n 
the left leg being careful to land through the foot and bend the knee which is kept in alignment 
with the middl~ of the foot . The right leg is lowered at the same time and the weight is 
transferred hack onto the right leg so that the Siep can be continued. Perfonn the step Etarting 
with the left leg 1cading initially (Cohan, 1986} 
/n<;tr"ctional Guidelines 
Place the hands on the hips to prevent excess rotation in the upper body. Remind the 
pupils to focus upwards on toe jump, and not to bend forward from the waist or tilt the pelvis 
Ensure that the knee is bent sufficiently on landing and the heel firmly placed on the floor 
Remind pupils that the Ooor is their "fiiend" and that they must use it when propelling 
themselves into the air Let the pupils perform the skip with two steps in between it so that the 
jump is performed with opposit'. legs. Initially the bent lifted leg should not be bent too 
severely, for this can cause unwanted rotation in the hips 
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Appendix F 
Perceptions of Coaching Beba,·iours 
As you observe the behaviours described. 
please mark the column with a number u; 
1'1e following values 
0 Did not see this behaviour 
I Did occur in this lesson 
2 Occured frequently in this lesson 
3 A defining characteristic of the 
teaching in this lesson 
(Strategy I - Coach a\ HRJ1tj1cu111 other) 
Expresses an interest in girls ' other activities/life experiences 
Maintains a constant demeanor throughout lesson 
Sets a good example in terms of positive attitude and energy 
Comments· 
(Strategy 2 - /nd1vtdua/1.\ed mstnu:t1on) 
Sets individual tasks and goals for the girls to achieve 
Redesigns tasks if an individual simply cannot achieve goal 
Modifies warm-up routine to abilities of different girls 
Gives individual feedback and corrections 
Comments. 
106 
Date 
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(Strategy 3 - .)"et op11mal c:hallenges) 
Builds new skills gradually and uses progression 
In fitness training pushes girls hard but within reason 
Pro"';des girls \\;th good challenges that are \\ithin reason 
Modifies challenge if task is too difficult to achieve 
Modifies challenge or accelerates progression if task is too easy 
Comments 
(Strategy 4 - Accept mwake.\) 
Accepts mistake:, as part of the learning process 
Remains calm when mistakes are made/does not show frustration 
Spends more time giving positive correction ti:an criticism 
Spends more time giving positive con<:ction than praise 
Makes positive suggestions about how to correct mistakes 
Comments 
(Strategy 5 - Ind1rect .Hyle.\) 
Guides practice rather than dominates 
AJlows girls to participate in decision-making 
Encourages self-discipline 
AJlows the girls to practice on their own without teacher control 
Comments 
107 
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-(Strateh_'}' 6 - Behawoural code) 
Ensures that girls participate according to a set code of behaviour 
Explains to girls why code ofbeha ... iour is needed 
AJJows group time to establish, discuss, modify code ofbeha ... iour 
Explains why behaviour is unacceptable ifa girl "breaks" code 
Comments· 
(Strategy 7 - Coach for en;oymenr) 
Makes girls feel they are in control of their own progress 
Expl11ins to girls why they are sucessful or unsucessful 
Comments· 
(Strategy 8 - Be suppor11w m al/empts to master .\kl!/.\) 
The coach has spent roughly the following percentage of time giving feedback to the girls in 
the form of criticism, correction and praise 
Criticism Correction Praise Example 35°0 35% 300/o This lesson 
Com1nent· 
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(Strate~' 9- Hmphm/\l! f'l"01..l!.\\ ratha than pmcluct it11111111g) 
I 
Emp:1a~ises effon and ti.Jn O\er perft·ct performance 
Emphasise~ improvement but allov.~ girl\ to enjo)' achie\ements 
Crincentrates on the girls' leaming skills rather than performance ofa specific 
1 vu tine for future performance in front of an audience 
Comment 
(.\t rall.!KJ' I() - Coach for t!llJO) 1111.!lll) 
\1al.ci. rh)1hmic ~ymnastic., a.1 enjo)able experience 
Appear~ to ha\c a close relat1on~h1p \\llh the girb 
Encourages guls to 1ppon each other 
Stops girl from cntic1smg or "making fun" of each other 
Seem 10 truly enJO~ cc 
. ~ hmg rhythmical ~nmna tics 
Comment 
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Appendix G 
CONVENTIONAL RIBBON SPEC IFICATIO~S 
STICK 
Material 
Length 
Maximum diame1~r 
"')Od, plastic, bamboo or fibre glass 
50-60 cm 
lcm 
The handle of the ribbon stick may be CO\.ered with anti-slip material 
RIBBON/STICK A IT ACH 1\1 ENT 
Material 
Length of attachment 
RIBBON 
Maten al 
Width 
Minimum \.\-1.•igh1 
any suitable material "hich allows complete frt'\.' movement. 
uch as Iring, v ire, nylon. thread, hooks or s"'"els 
7cm 
satin ribbon 
4-6cm 
b metre , the fir 1 mc1re, clo e 1 10 the s"'"el auachmenr i 
Joubled up 
110 
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-STJCK 
l\.laterial · 
Diameter 
Additions 
ADAPTED APPARATl S SPECIFICATIONS 
\.\<ooden do\\. el rods, 50 cm 
8 mrn 
th111 wire \\as \Hllpped around the end of the stick for 5 5 cm 
l hi~ pr ccdure h,1d to be undertai..en due lo the original ribbon 
sticks possessing a tape1 ~d shap<' "'hich causes the stick to folio"' 
a cul"\ed flight paltem when thro"n t!lrough the air Insulation 
tape was then "-rl\pped around the v.ire for improved 
grip/comfort, and to act as a visual focus point to aid acc•Jrate 
catching of the ribbo'l stick 
RJBBOS/S'flCK ATfACHMENl 
Dra>s ho J. 
" 'mall brass hook is scre\\.ed mto the end of the clO\\cl rod :ind 
scc~rcd \A.Ith "St1/'l!t <iliu"' 
SwivcVci• .. 1Jt:, ~·,,. C"I the c attachmenh can be purcha cd at a po11- hop fr{'rn the 
ti hin~ tackle section They are the11 hrp ·d into the loop of the 
bra hook, \A.h1ch 1:. the1. firmly clo ed 
RIBBO~ 
Material 
:1tin ribbon tend~ to be \er, expcn l\C, thus tallet nhbon "'a 
u ed in tead SA Ht"' H111c/111g" dol"!llcd the nbbon, \\.h1ch 
ranged 1-et•\e~n ~-6 cm in \.\idth, depending on tl1c a\11il.1ble oll-
CLtis 
111 
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Appendix H 
RIBBON WORK 
THE GRIP 
The end of the stick is held \\ith a normal "band shake" gnp. Control Oh.r the ribbon 
stick movement is accomplished by e\1ending the index finger firmly along tl,e stick Tiicrc arc 
rn.o types of grasps, the regular grip is \\bit the palm facing do\\11wards. and the revc~~c rip 
with the palm facing up\\ards (Bodo Schmid, 1976) 
SMALL WRIST MOVEMENTS 
There are t\\o specific wrist actions, spirals and snakes/serpent-; It is important \\ith all 
ribbon movements that it is kept in continuous motion and that the end of the ribbon i!I ne\er 
ta tic 
EXECUTION OF SNAKES/SERPENTS 
The ribbon i held , .. ith a regular grip. When the wrist i mo\cd up- and d<', .. n\\ard~. a 
\Crtical snake pattern i fom1ed A horiLontal i;nske pattern is achiC\ed by mo\ine the nO\\ 
flc'<ed \\Tist fTom ide to idc The \Crtical i;nake can not be executed iu a static po ition, for 
knmting \\ill occur othemisc (Hodo Schmid, 1976) To pre..ent knotting in the horizontal 
plane the arm can be mo\ed up ud dO\rn \\hilst snake are being executed It i important to 
keep the elbo\\ of the \ .. Ori.in ann extended and not to hft the shoulder up\\ard When nc\'> 
nbbon mo\ements arc inirialh t ught. let pupils keep the hand of the OO'l·\\Orking arm oo their 
hip Only once ma~ery ha taken place let pupih extend arms to a ide e'<lended po ition, \\itit 
the palm of the hand facing the floor and linger.. in e\lcn.,ion 
Perfonn vertical !lllal..c~ in front of the bod) \\hilo;t lllil\ing baci.., .. a1ds Practice the 
movement with both hand, 
Perform 'enical snakes on the left or ri[lht bod) ide, \'.hilst mo" ing forward The ribbon 
\\ill thu trail behind the body 
Repeat the aforementioned e11erdsc at dilli:rent le\ els, "llch h chest hci1d11 ot abo' e the head 
Perfom \Cl1ical snal..e~ from left 10 right, or right 10 lcfl. in fionl of the bod) 
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Repeat the previous ribbon mO\.ement whilst turning on the spot with the serpents 
performed at different levels 
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All the vertical snak'!/serpcnt exercises can be executed with hori1ontal mo\.ements 
Walk over the ribbon with each pull to the side of the apparatus (Bodo Schmid, 1976) 
Here 1t is important for the pupil to carefully observe the ribbon as 11 1s being pulled from 
side to side on the floor 
EXECUTION OF SPIRALS 
Achieving a good spiral pattern is more ditlicult than the snake/serpent action To 
perform spirals, the apparatus is manipulated via a circulaJ wrist action with a regular grip 
Horizontal spirals are achieved by to fle!Cing the wrist and pointing the index finger to the floor 
A circular motion is then performed which can be likened to the stirring of a pot Spirals can 
also be executed in a vertical plane This ribbon action is performed with an extended elbow 
and can not be performed statically for vertical spirals, the wrist does not have to be flexed 
the same extreme as with horizontal spirals Once the action has been mastered, slowly work 
towards strong, fast and equal size spirals The mo\.ement should be practised clockwise, 
anuclockwise and with both hands (Bodo Schmid, 1976) 
Ext!rci.fl!S with 'Pirt1/.~ 
Perform honzontal .~pirals on ldl and right side of the body using the Jominant am1 lirst 
and then the oppo ite arm 
Repeat the aforementioned tep with \.ertical piral . on ciiffere11t le\.cl • whiLt \\alkmg 
and then running backward and fornard 
Perform vertical and horizontal pirals \~ith tY.o ribbon • one m each hand on enher ide 
of the body 
Perform a horizontal piral behind the both with the arm ht1cJ o\.e1 head and a 'hghtlv 
arched back fRodo Schmid, 1976) 
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S\\ ING/CIRCULAR MO\ El\1 ENTS 
The swing/circular mo\ements originate at the shoulder joint A curved or circular 
pattern which is 5mooth, flO\ .. ing and 1·ontinuous should be obser\.ed To perform a circle in 
the frontal plane. foe stick is held in the right hand with the arm extended across the front of 
the body pointing to the lefl. 111e ann then circles downward, in front of body, and up to tlie 
right, continuing overhead to the left side of the body ending with the arm outstretched to the 
right . This movement equals one and a half circles A circle in the sagittal plane is executed by 
hol1fo1g the ribbon forward in the right hand 11od swinging the ribbon up- and backwards in a 
.:trcular motion on the right side of the body (Bodo Schmid, 1976 ). Often the end of the 
ribbon "dies" \\hen !Mings/circular mo\ ements are first performed by pupils This is because 
the pupil is not performing a sufficiently large arm !Ming. The emphasis on the !Ming motion 
should thus be placed on its large size and fullne~s. The movement must seem and be 
performed in a relaxed and even manner, for if the arm is \\hipped backv.ards and fornards 
\ia :ijerky ming. a cracking \\hip like ound will be produced 
Exercises with swing /circular rno1•ements 
Perform a frontal plane circle movement. transferring •he ribbon to the opposite hand at 
the end of movement. 
Stand with legs in a wide '>1raddle position and transfer the weight from side to ide 
"'hi I st !Minging the ribbon in a doY.nwards arc from c;ide to c;ide, in a half circle 
formation. 
Perfor.n a c;agittal plane cirde on the left .ide of the bod} 
Perform a c;agittal plane circle moving the ribbon in a dO\\TI· and bad.\ .. 11ds motion 
Perform the previou~ qep \\hilst kipping and running 
Perform circles with t\\O ribbon , one in each hand on either ide of the body. The 1m1s 
are either mo\ ed baclmard simultaneou.,ly, a 1f' 'backc,t1okc" ii. being "''um, or 
forward as if ~"imming "butterfly" 
Stand with right arm ex1ended O\Crhead and lcfl amt placed at the ide of the body 
Ctrcle right arm fornard \\hilo;;t imultancou ly c.:irding the left ann bad.\\ards · 
Repc:at the aforementioned C\crcisc ,,.hilst lllO\ ing forward and bacl..\\ard., 
Circle ribbon, clod.\\; c and nntidod.\\isc <l\ erhcad 
Repeat O\erbead circle ,,.hil t changing hands and diu:ction (Bodo 'id11nid. 1976) 
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f:GtrRE-EIGHT MOVEME1'TS 
Figure-eight movements can be perfonned in the frontal, sagittal and horizontal planes 
To fonn the figure-eight, the hand tllflls smoothly from a regular- to a reverse grip. The two 
loops forming the figure-eight should be the same size. The figure-eight iu the frontal plane 
looks like an eight lying on its side and is perfonned directly in front of the body. Stand with 
the feet in a wide straddle position. The stick is held in both bands with the anns extended to 
the right side of the body The ribbon is then moved down- and upwards towards the left side 
and back towards the right to fonn a figure-eight The figure-eight in the vertical plane looks 
like an uµ:ight figure eight with the centre of the eight at waist height. Allow the trunk to 
follow the ann movement. The figure-eight in the sagittal plane is comprised ofrao circles on 
eit!ler side of the body. The centre of the eight cuts the body in half in front of the body. For 
this figure to be perfonned smoothly, the trunk must rotate with the movement direction of the 
arm. The horizontal figure-eight likens a figure which lies parallel to the floor It is important 
here to keep the ann e~ended at the elbow when executing a large figure (Bodo Schmid. 
1976). The fonnatioo oflarge movements is produced using the entire amt, with the 
movement originating from the'! shoulder. Medium movements are fonned using the lower ann 
with the movement originating from the elbow. Small ones utilize a wrist action. 
Excrrcises with frontal plane figure.eight mo~·(!ments 
Perfonn the figure-eight in the frontal plane folJowiog the ribbon mo\.ement with the 
body whilst imultaneously transferring the body weight from side to ·ide. 
Repeat the exercise using the left and right ann 
Move backwards whilst perfonni11g a frontal plane figure-eigh1. 
D.:crease the siLe of the loop by u ing elbo'" and fmally Mist actions (Bodo Schmid, IQ76) 
Complete the \ertical figure-eight in tToot of the body using the right am1 and then the left 
Repeat the e\erdse u ing both hands (Bodo Schmid, I 976) 
Perform the sagittal pla11e figure-eight with right, lefl and both amh together 
Perfomi the figure-ei ht mo\ement~ \\hilst lllO\ing bad.\\-arJs and fom11d, (Bodo Schmid, 1976) 
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Exercises with horizontal plane figure-eight mo1·eme11ts 
Perfonn a horizontal figure-eight \\hilst moving backwards as v.itb the ribbon as close to 
the floor as possible. 
Move forward and at the same time step alternately into each loop of the figure-eight . 
Practice the moves with the left ann (Bodo Schmid, 1976). 
Exercises ,..ith around the body figure-eight mo1•ements 
Without holding the ribbon stand \\.ith the right arm extended sideways Swing the arm 
across the front of body to the left side, then bend at the elbow perfonning a horizontal 
circle towards the body with the lower aJlll ending into a reverse grip with the hand 
positioned at the right ~de of the body. Extend the elbow and continue to sv.iog the ann 
above the head to the rear by arching the trunk backwards, UO\\.inding into a nonnal 
grip, lllld around to the right returning the arm to the starting position. It should create 
the illusion of a spiral movement. 
Repeat the movement in a coutinuous fashion adding the r.bbon. 
Perform the figure-eight with a double handed grip by holding the end of the ribbon in 
the left hand The left arm mirrors the right ann movement with a lightly delayed 
motion (Bodo Schmid, 1976) 
S\\1NG AND CATCH l\10\'EME!"ffS 
The ribbon is held pointing to\urds the floor, at the right hand at ide of bod> Swmg 
the ribbon in a miooth arc upward overhead ending with the ribbon stick pointing tO\\.ards the 
floor positioned behind the body Simultaneously catch the end of the ribbon \\itb the left band 
above the bead The mO\ ement can be performed ,.,.;th opposite haodi. 
THROWING AND CATCHING l\10\ El\IENTS 
Throv.ing and catchrng dill arc u ually combined \\ith s-winging, cir ding and figurc-
eight movements (Bodo chmid, 1976) When the ribbon is throm1 it i imponant that the 
wrist is held finn and the hand opened ,,;Jc at the pomt of rdease. 'Jne ribbon mn not toud1 
the floor or coUapse during its flight . · 
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SWING AND TOSS OVER BEAD MOVE.MEl'ffS 
The toss movement is •xecuted via a ·wri!.1 flicking action. 
Exercises with swing and toss movements 
Stand in a wide straddle position with the weight on the right leg and aTID.> extended to 
the side and the ribbon held in the ripht hand . The ribbon is S\\ung downwards 11:ross 
the body to the left and back to the right, and tossed high over the bead to the left. 
Catch the n'bbon with the left hand whilst shifting the body weight from the right to the left leg. 
Repeat the exercise beginning with the body weight on the left leg (Bodo Schmid., 1976) 
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Appendix I 
Modern dance routine 
The arms for this dllllce were kept to a minimum initially due to the pupils arms 
becom;ng very tired with the ribbon work Towards the end of the programme however \.\hen 
their strength ai1d stamina had picked up, they were allowed to add their O\.\n arms 
Begin l.>y standing, with feet together in a parallel position. at the back centre of the 
perfonnance area, facing forward Step together step tap. beginning with the right leg. 
on the right diagonal Repeat the previous step on 1he left diagonal, ste_!)ping left 
Tum to the right with a .step together "lep tap, ~tepping with the right leg Re ... erse the 
step to the left . 
Repeat the aforementioned two steps 
Move forward by walking forward with the righ !oot brushing the ball of the frot along 
the floor ending in a lunge by placing the heel of the right foot down onto the tloor 
Close into a parallel first position with the left leg This is all performed on the right 
diagonal 
Perform a lilting step forwards and backwards beginning by stepping backward!> with 
the right leg Gallop forward endmg with the feet in parallel fir t po ition 
Repeat the lilting step beginning with the left leg 
Jump sideways to the right with the right leg e><tended, landing on a bent right leg Cro~s 
the left leg, el\tended behind the nght leg, and unrwi t by turning to the rr1tht ending 
facing forward again Repeat the qep 
Tum left to face the left side wall and walk forward for 4 teps tapping the free foot 
next to the weighted foot each time On the fourth ~tep close the foct 1u1 ning to the lell hand comer 
Extend knees, lifting the right lc:g upwards b) sliding the foot along the in 1de of the calf 
of the left leg to end with it placed next to the knee T"'ist the upper hod) to fiice the 
right hand comer with the arm e\tendcd into a high V po ition 
Step forward \.\-1th the right leg to the right hand corner and perform 11 high for~ard leg 
raise with the letl leg and end with the letl foot placed ne\t 10 the right knee fatend the 
left leg forward again and fall forward 10 end in a left lunge po!>ition 
'J urn to the right. pinnin~ on the letl leg, ont:e the front I!> fc1ced again take ·I 'tep:. 
fol"\\ard starting with the right leg and e11ding with the feet in a parallel fir t po~ition 
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Hip roll from left to right and in reverse, bending the knees slightly \\hen tne roll is 
performed to the front. 
Move backwards for 8 counts using a "moonwalker Michael Jackson" walk. At the 
same time the arms were moved through angular motions. The arm movements were 
optional for each performer. 
119 
Perfrom a half circle to the back by performing rn.o gallops turning to the right and 
galloping with the right leg and then the left one. Complete the circle by running round 
to end facing th: front with the feet in parallel first position 
Lunge forward with the right leg ending with the \\eight on the ball of the foot of the 
bent right leg. The arms are raised into a high V position. Close legs by draggin! left leg 
in, ending ""ith the knees slightly bent in a parallel first positiou, and drop the a. ms to 
the side of the body Repeat the step ""ith the left leg. 
Perfonu the "box step" \\.J-..icb is described in Appendix H. 
The pupils \\ere all allowed to choreograph their 0\.\.11 endings using their own initiati\.'e 
and the steps they had been taught during class tim.:. 
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Appendix J 
13 Oktober 1997 
Geagte Luckhoff ouer, 
Soos u waarskynlik reeds weet, vind die finale van die afgelope paar maande se harde 
"'erk en toewyding op Donderdag 16 Oktober 1997 om I 9h00 in die vonn van aanbieding deur 
u dogter plaas 
Sy saJ deelneem aan 'n programme bestaande uit Ritmiesc Gimnastiek en danse wuraan die 
leerlinge hard geoefen het en wat die hoogtepunt van die jur se klassc \Orm 
Na afloop van die programme saJ die leerhnge ook almal sertifikate ont\ang om hulle \ir hul 
pogings te beloon 
Ons saJ dit baie waardeer indien u by ons kan aansluit \ir die 8Cleentheid en \\ll u ook grnag nooi 
om na afloop van die pf)suitdehng \.en.er ings saan' met on~ te kom genie1 
Ek sien bate uit daama om u le on1moc1 en die aand sum me1 u le genict 1 
Vriendelike groe1e 
LEONIEKE ALEXANDl:'.R 
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